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Chapter 1
Introduction
The classical solutions of perturbative string theory with unbroken N = 1spacetime supersymmetry provide us with the only known consistent stringvacua in four dimensions. As is well-known, the (0; 2) superconformal invari-ance on the string worldsheet together with an integrality condition on theU(1) charges in the superconformal algebra are equivalent to N = 1 spacetimesupersymmetry [7, 33, 95]. Therefore, the (0; 2) superconformal �eld theo-ries (particularly the (0; 2) Calabi-Yau sigma models) seem to be the naturalcandidates for (geometric) string compacti�cation. Yet another source of in-terest in (0; 2) models is due to the fact that the phenomenological prospectsof such models are much more promising than those of, e.g. (2; 2) theories, be-cause they lead to more realistic gauge groups [70, 109] like SO(10) and SU(5).
Using various exact conformal �eld theory methods many models of this typewere constructed already several years ago [47, 93]. In the geometrical set-ting, on the other hand, these models received less attention. This was inpart because of the assertion made in [33] that the generic (0; 2) Calabi-Yausigma models su�er from destabilization by worldsheet instantons. Recentwork [100], however, shows that large classes of these models are not destabi-lized by such nonperturbative sigma model e�ects. In spite of the early works[25, 35, 36, 57] the technical di�culty in constructing (0; 2) models remained



Introduction 3
another big obstacle in the study of these models. Witten's gauged linear sigmamodel approach [111] has dramatically changed the state of a�airs. It provideda powerful tool in constructing (2; 2) and (0; 2) models and in analyzing their`phase structures'. Using this framework the authors of [37] have constructedand analyzed plenty of (0; 2) models in their `Landau-Ginzburg phase'. Thesubsequent works [14, 15] proposed an identi�cation between an exact (0; 2)superconformal �eld theory and a certain model of [37]. The involved exact(0; 2) superconformal �eld theory was constructed using the simple currentmethods. Inspired by this proposal the authors of [16, 75] have tried to extendthis identi�cation to a larger class of (0; 2) models. The starting point was ageneral solution of anomaly cancellation condition yielding a large set of con-sistent sigma model data. In these works attention has been paid primarily tothe connection of the exact superconformal �eld theories and Landau-Ginzburgmodels.
The geometric data de�ning a (0; 2) supersymmetric U(1) gauge theory ingeneral result in a singular Calabi-Yau variety with some stable vector bun-dle, the so-called gauge bundle, whereas its corresponding physical theory iswell-behaved. Therefore, the naive phase picture of the moduli space of suchmodels is not complete. In order to �ll this important and obvious gap, weare going to resolve these singularities and consider the moduli space of thisdesingularized model into which the moduli space of the original model willbe embedded in the present work. In the framework of gauged linear sigmamodels in the process of desingularization we �rst embed the original modelinto a new one which has U(1) � : : : � U(1) (N copies) as its gauge groupand has N � 1 new chiral scalar super�elds. Next, we determine the chargesof these �elds with respect to the full gauge group. By varying the N K�ahlermoduli parameters of the resulting model and �nding the minima of the scalarpotential one can recover the phase structure of the moduli space.
As is known [3, 5], there is an equivalent formulation of the whole story interms of toric geometry. In this context, the relevant information describing a
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model is encoded in the combinatorial data of a reexive polytope in a lattice.The phase structure of the theory is then determined by the possible triangu-lations of this polytope. The `Calabi-Yau phases' correspond to the possiblemaximal triangulations . Resolving the singularities of the base variety deter-mines at the same time the charges of the right-handed fermions, which coupleto the tangent bundle. In (0; 2) models we still have to deal with other inde-pendent degrees of freedom, namely the left-handed fermions, which couple tothe gauge bundle. As discussed in [39], the gauge bundle on the desingularizedvariety is taken to be de�ned through an `exact sequence' which reduces to theoriginal one if one removes the exceptional divisors. The gauge bundles de�nedin this way are supposed to satisfy the condition of vanishing �rst Chern classand of anomaly cancellation.
In this work we develop a powerful machinery for resolving the singularities ofa huge class of (0; 2) Calabi-Yau sigma models whose de�ning data come fromthe solution of the anomaly cancellation equation found in [16, 75]. We willshow that with each singular (0; 2) Calabi-Yau sigma model there is associateda large set of nonsingular ones which are possible candidates for perturbative(0; 2) string vacua. Using the intersection theory in toric varieties and themethods of computational commutative algebra we have constructed a newalgorithmic way for the calculation of the net number of generations of mat-ter �elds by applying the Riemann{Roch theorem. However, in order to beadmissible candidates for perturbative string vacua, the gauge bundles of theresolved models still have to satisfy the constraint of stability. Checking thiscondition is a hard technical problem for which no e�cient tools are known.All what can be done at the moment in the cases of interest to us is to checka necessary condition which states that the lowest and the highest cohomol-ogy groups of the gauge bundles must vanish [36, 88]. This, in turn, requiressome sophisticated cohomology calculations. In order to handle these exten-sive calculations we develop a comprehensive framework for approaching suchcalculations [86].What can be learned on the physical side from this high-browse mathematics?
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The ambiguity arising in the process of desingularization indicates that thereshould be some sort of physical processes that allow transitions among di�erent(0; 2) string vacua through a point in the moduli space representing the originalsingular model. Up to now very little is known about such phenomena whichare an active area of current research. Apart from the fact that the study of(0; 2) string vacua is per se of great interest, it is also desirable in other respects.Recent years have witnessed some exciting progress in our understanding ofthe structure of the space of string vacua in which dualities play an importantrole. The relevant duality in our context is the one between heterotic stringsand F-theory compacti�cations [13, 42, 49]. The insight gained from this workcontributes to our knowledge on the side of heterotic strings and will there-fore be very useful in analyzing this duality. Finally we stress that our work isalso relevant for the study of `(0; 2) dualities' [37] in the resolved moduli space.
The organization of this work is as follows. In chapter 2 we briey reviewsome general aspects of heterotic string compacti�cation in the geometricalsetting of nonlinear sigma models. Chapter 3 deals with the basic ingredientsof the gauged linear sigma model approach. After discussing the necessarytechnicalities for the formulation of (0; 2) supersymmetric U(1) gauge theories,we analyze in the simplest nontrivial example the `phase structure' which isexhibited by such models. At the end of this chapter we comment on therelation of toric geometry to gauged linear sigma models and its relevance foranalyzing the phase structure in more complicated situations. Chapter 4 beginswith reviewing the basics of toric geometry which puts the necessary machinaryfor constructing the models of interest and for addressing the issue of resolutionof singularities at our disposal. In the next section we discuss the intersectionring and the Riemann-Roch theorem which provide us with the main tools forthe calculations of the last section. After that we outline a general frameworkfor the calculation of cohomology groups of twisting sheaves on toric varietieswhich plays an important role for future works in this direction. In the lastsection we present our examples. We conclude this work with a mathematicalappendix on the Gr�obner basis.



Chapter 2
Strings and nonlinear sigma
models
In this chapter we are going to briey review some standard issues on stringcompacti�cation in the geometrical context. Our starting point will be theheterotic string. From the two possible gauge symmetry groups SO(32) andE8 � E8 of the heterotic string we choose the latter one which is phenomeno-logically more attractive. As is standard practice, one of these E8 will berelegated to a hidden sector, leaving the observable sector with a single E8gauge symmetry.
The propagation of a heterotic string in a nontrivial background spacetimeM can be described by a two-dimensional nonlinear sigma model with targetspace M . This nonlinear sigma model has (0; 1) worldsheet supersymmetryand is coupled to the two-dimensional (0; 1) supergravity. A critical dimensionof 10 emerges in this case. We then assume that the ten-dimensional targetspace is of the form M = M �X where M is the four-dimensional Minkowskispace and X is a six-dimensional compact manifold. We will see below thatthe speci�c choice of the so-called internal manifold X is far from arbitrary.There is a close link between the topology of X and the observable low en-ergy physics. The string propagation on M corresponds to a free �eld theory.
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Of particular interest, for phenomenology, are compacti�cations which lead toan unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry in four dimensions [21, 107, 30]. As iswell-known [7, 40, 95], the requirement of unbroken N = 1 spacetime super-symmetry is equivalent to (0; 2) superconformal symmetry on the worldsheet,provided a certain integrality condition on the U(1) charges in the supercon-formal algebra holds. This condition is required so that we may de�ne a chiralGSO projection.
The �eld content of the nonlinear sigma model describing the propagation ofa string on the internal manifold X consists of the following:� � : �! X .......... the sigma model map which describes the embeddingof the worldsheet � in X,�  2 �(�; S+
��(TX)) .......... a right-handed worldsheet spinor whichis coupled to the pullback of the tangent bundle TX of X via the sigmamodel map �,� � 2 �(�; S� 
 ��(E)) .......... a left-handed worldsheet spinor which iscoupled to the pullback of a vector bundle E on X via the sigma modelmap �.Now the existence of (0; 2) supersymmetry in the classical sigma model re-quires that the internal manifold X be K�ahler1 and the vector bundle E be aholomorphic vector bundle whose Yang-Mills connection is holomorphic [70].In a complex coordinate system, the sigma model action can be written asS = i2� Z d2z � 12 gi�| (@�i �@��| + @��| �@�i)� 12 i bi�| (@�i �@��| � @��| �@�i)+ i ( �{D �{ + �a �D�a) + 14 F ab i�| �a�b i �| � ; (2.1)where gi�| is the K�ahler metric ofX, bi�| is a closed two-form onX and F ab i�| is thecurvature of the holomorphic connection Aab i on E. The covariant derivatives1This is the case if the connection on X is torsionfree, otherwise one only has a Hermitianmanifold with torsion [70].
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D and �D in (2.1) are given byD �{ = @ �{ + @��| ��{�| �k  �k and �D�a = �@�a + �@�iAab i �b ;where ��{�| �k (= �ijk ) is the antiholomorphic part of the torsionfree Hermitianconnection on the K�ahler manifold X. We note that the holomorphicity ofthe connection Aab i on E is equivalent to the fact that its curvature form is of(1; 1) type, i.e. Fij � F�{�| � 0 .
In order to be a candidate for a perturbative string vacuum with an unbrokenN = 1 supersymmetry, the sigma model still has to satisfy two sets of con-ditions imposed on its de�ning data. The �rst set of these conditions, whichare of topological nature, has been imposed by the cancellation of (global)worldsheet di�eomorphism anomalies [48, 108]c1(X) � c1(E) � 0 (mod 2) ; (2.2)ch2(X) = ch2(E) ; (2.3)where ci(E) and ci(X) (:= ci(TX) ) denote the i-th Chern classes of E and X,respectively. ch2 = 12c21�c2 is the second Chern character. Chern classes ci areelements of the integer cohomology of X, i.e. ci 2 H2i(X;Z), whereas Cherncharacters chi belong to the rational cohomology ofX, i.e. chi 2 H2i(X;Z)
Q .Despite of this latter fact, (2.3) holds due to (2.2) in the integer cohomology.As pointed out in [48], (2.2) and (2.3) are exactly the conditions in [105] formodular invariance. The mod 2 reduction of the �rst Chern class of a complexvector bundle is its second Stiefel-Whitney class which is the obstruction tothe existence of spinors. Therefore, condition (2.2) states that the manifoldX and the vector bundle E admit spinors. Due to the left-right asymmetricconstruction of the sigma model in our case, there are sigma model anomaliespresent. The conditions (2.2) and (2.3) are also precisely what are needed tocancel such anomalies [48, 70, 83].
The second set of conditions, which are of geometrical nature, comes from thevanishing of the lowest order beta function. It requires that the K�ahler metric
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be Ricci-at, i.e. Ric(X) = 0 (2.4)and that the holomorphic connection on E satisfygi�| Fi�| = 0 : (2.5)The Ricci-atness of the K�ahler metric on the compact K�ahler manifold X isequivalent to the vanishing of the �rst Chern class of X. That it is a necessarycondition is easy to verify. Let � = i Ri�| d�i ^ d��| be the Ricci two-form whichis associated with the Ricci tensor of the K�ahler metric. Locally, it is givenby � = i@ �@ log (det(gi�|))1=2. A representative of the �rst Chern class c1(X)is 12��. It is a well-known fact that the Chern classes do not depend on thechoice of the K�ahler metric2, i.e. �(~g) = �(g) + d�. If now the Ricci tensor ofgi�| vanishes, then c1(X) has to be trivial. The su�ciency of this condition wasconjectured by Calabi and proved by Yau [112]. A compact K�ahler manifoldwith trivial �rst Chern class is called a Calabi-Yau manifold 3.
A consequence of Ricci-atness of the Calabi-Yau manifold X is that its holon-omy group is contained in SU(3). The proof is simple, hence we sketch it now.Take a vector v = vi @i from the holomorphic tangent space at p and paralleltransport it along a parallelogram with `sides' �i and ��| back to p. Then, wehave �vk = v`Rk̀ i�| �i ��|, where Rk̀ i�| �i ��| belongs to the holonomy algebra. Dueto U(3) = SU(3)�U(1) we have the decomposition u(3) = su(3)�u(1), wheresu(3) is the traceless part of u(3) while u(1) is its trace part. Because of theRicci-atness the trace part, i.e. the u(1) part, of Rk̀ i�| �i ��| vanishes.
If the holonomy group is SU(3), then we precisely have N = 1 spacetime su-persymmetry. Another consequence of c1(X) = 0 is that the canonical bundleof X, i.e. the highest exterior power of the holomorphic cotangent bundle, is2The variation of the Ricci two-form under gi�| ! gi�|+�gi�| is �� = � i2d �(@ � �@) gi�| �gi�|�.3Calabi-Yau manifolds of interest here have complex dimension three.
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trivial.
Equations of type (2.5) have been studied by Donaldson [43] for the case of Xhaving complex dimension two and by Uhlenbeck and Yau [104] for the higherdimensional case. Before giving the result of [104], we spend a moment ex-plaining a few mathematical concepts which appear in the statement of theirtheorem.
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank r with a Hermitian �ber metricha�b on an n-dimensional compact K�ahler manifold X with a K�ahler metric gi�|.Further, let A (2 �(EndE 
 T �X)) be the holomorphic Hermitian connectionon E and F be its curvature. E is called Hermitian-Yang-Mills ifgi�| F ab i�| = � �ab ; (2.6)for all 0 � a; b � r, where � is a constant called the Hermitian-Einstein factor.� can be expressed in terms of invariants of E andX as follows. The �rst Chernclass of E is given by c1(E) = i2�ha�b Fa�b i�| d�i ^ d��|. Denoting the K�ahler formon X by ! (:= i2�gi�| d�i ^ d��|), we havec1(E) ^ �! = 1(n� 1) ! c1(E) ^ !n�1 = �ha�b gi�| Fa�b i�|� !nn! = � � rank(E) !nn! :Integrating the above relation on X, we obtain (with an appropriate normal-ization) � = �(E) = 1rank(E) ZX c1(E) ^ �! :Now let F be a coherent subsheaf of E (= locally free sheaf of local sections ofE) 4. We de�ne �(F) := 1rank(F) ZX c1(F) ^ �! ;4The category of locally free sheaves and vector bundles on a variety (X;OX) are equiv-alent. To each vector bundle E one can associate the locally free sheaf of its local sections.To recover a vector bundle from a locally free sheaf E we �rst take a covering X = [�V� andconsider the isomorphisms '� : EjV� ! OnV� . Then C�� := '� � '�1� : OnV�\V� ! OnV�\V�
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where the �rst Chern class of F is de�ned through one of its locally freeresolutions: If 0! Fk ! Fk�1 ! : : :! F0 ! F ! 0is a locally free resolution of F , then c1(F) = Pki=0 (�1)i c1(Fi). The rank ofF is de�ned as the rank of FjXnS(F) , where S(F) is the singularity set of F 5.
De�nition: A holomorphic vector bundle E on a compact K�ahler manifoldX with the K�ahler form ! is called stable if �(F) < �(E), for every coherentsubsheaf F with 0 < rank(F) < rank(E).
The Uhlenbeck-Yau theorem is the following:
Theorem: A stable holomorphic vector bundle on a compact K�ahler manifoldadmits a unique holomorphic Hermitian-Yang-Mills connection.
In the case of interest to us, the Hermitian-Einstein factor vanishes, implyingZX c1(E) ^ �! = 0 : (2.7)If the vector bundle E satis�es this integrability condition, then the above the-orem guarantees the existence of a unique solution of equation (2.5). Imposingthe stronger condition c1(E) = 0 on E than (2.2), condition (2.7) is obviouslysatis�ed.
The above conditions su�ce to provide us with a solution to the string equa-tions of motion to lowest nontrivial order in sigma model perturbation theory.is an isomorphism. (We have assumed that X is connected.) The matrices C�� obviouslysatisfy the cocyle condition. Hence they de�ne some vector bundle E. Note that the �berof E over x, Ex, is Ex=mx Ex, where Ex is the stalk of E at x and mx is the maximal idealof the local ring OX;x.5S(F) = fx 2 X j Fx is not free over OX;x g is a closed subvariety of X of codimensionat least one.
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At higher loop order of sigma model perturbation theory the beta function isno longer nonzero for the original con�guration and needs to be readjusted.A `nonrenormalization theorem' which has been proved in [109] for spacetimesuperpotential at tree level in string theory guarantees that such a readjust-ment is possible. This has been checked explicitly in low orders in [110].
We sketch the basic ideas behind the proof of this nonrenormalization theorem.For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the K�ahler form ! of X is the onlynontrivial element of H1;1�@ (X) 6 and that bi�| are the components of ! . To theharmonic form bi�| there corresponds a massless particle a in spacetime. Thevertex operator for this particle isVa = Z� d2z bi�| �(@�i + ik� � i)�@��| � (@��| + ik� � �|)�@�i� eik��� ; (2.8)where the index � refers to spacetime. At zero momentum Va represents atopological quantity (it is the pullback of a closed two-form via the sigmamodel map � integrated over the two-cycle � (= worldsheet)) and vanishesin the perturbative sector. Another massless particle of interest to us in fourdimensions is the dilatonic mode r of the K�ahler metric. Its vertex operatoris given byVr = Z� d2z gi�| �(@�i + ik� � i)�@��| + (@��| + ik� � �|)�@�i� eik��� : (2.9)
r describes the `size' of the internal manifold X and r�1=2 is the coupling con-stant of the sigma model describing the propagation of the string on X. Infact, a and r in the combination r + ia give the scalar component of a chiralsuper�eld R in spacetime. Note that these two �elds have the same internalwave function (up to a trivial symmetry change).
The spacetime superpotential is a holomorphic function of various chiral su-per�elds. Particularly, it must be a holomorphic function of R. But we have6For the Calabi-Yau manifold X, the cohomology groups H0;2�@ (X) and H2;0�@ (X) aretrivial.
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just seen that in sigma model perturbation theory, a decouples at zero mo-mentum, so the superpotential must be independent of a and hence of r. Thusthe superpotential receives no correction in any �nite order of sigma modelperturbation theory.
At the level of worldsheet instantons, i.e. topologically nontrivial maps �, thisnonrenormalization theorem can break down. The reason is that for topologi-cally nontrivial maps (2.8) does not vanish at zero momentum and so in generalthe spacetime superpotential gets renormalized by the worldsheet instantons.
In [33] it has been claimed that in a generic (0; 2) model the superpotential doesreceive corrections from worldsheet instantons destabilizing the vacuum con-�guration. The basic assumption underlying their arguments was that thereare no zero modes of the left-handed fermions � in the instanton background.
However, if there are zero modes of � in the instanton background, then theinstanton contribution must vanish [35, 36]. Regarding this observation, wenow look for conditions under which the existence of zero modes of the left-handed fermions is guaranteed [36]. To begin with, we �rst explain how theinstantons look like in our sigma models. The instanton action~S = i Z d2z gi�| (@�i �@��| + @��| �@�i)is positive. The absolute value of the `topological charge'~Q = Z d2z bi�| (@�i �@��| � @��| �@�i)
is a lower bound for the instanton action, i.e. ~S �j ~Q j. The equality isachieved only for the �elds � satisfying �@� = 0 ( $ holomorphic instantons)or @� = 0 ( $ antiholomorphic instantons) [89].
An argument similar to that used in the proof of the nonrenormalization the-orem shows that only the holomorphic instantons can renormalize the space-
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time superpotential [33]. Moreover, because of a nonrenormalization theorem7,proved in [31, 81], we only need to consider the holomorphic instantons of genuszero.
The number of zero modes of the left-handed fermions � in the instantonbackground � is related to the Euler characteristic of the twisted spin bundleS� 
 ��(E) on � ' P1 . Before going further, we pause a moment recallingsome well-known facts about P1 which we will need in the following.
The Picard group of P1 , Pic (P1), is isomorphic to Z. It follows that the isomor-phism classes of invertible sheaves on P1 are of the form OP1(m) = OP1(1)
m,where OP1(1) is the Serre twisting sheaf on P1 . (For m < 0, OP1(1)
m :=OP1(�1)
 jmj, where OP1(�1) is the dual of OP1(1) .) For the cohomology ofOP1(m) the following formulae hold

dimHq(P1 ;OP1(m)) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0@ m+ 1m 1A for q = 0 ; m � 0
0@ �m� 1�m� 2 1A for q = 1 ; m � �2

0 otherwise .
(2.10)

On P1 , the dual of the Serre twisting sheaf, i.e. OP1(�1), corresponds to S�.With E�(�1) we denote the sheaf ��E 
 OP1(�1) which is associated to thetwisted spin bundle.
There exists a splitting theorem due to Grothendieck [60] which states thatevery rank r locally free sheaf F on P1 has the formF = OP1(a1)� : : :�OP1(ar)7The statement of this theorem is the following: With the assumption that spacetimesupersymmetry is not anomalous, the spacetime superpotential is not renormalized by stringloops.
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with uniquely determined a1; : : : ; ar 2 Z obeying a1 � : : : � ar . Accordingto this theorem, ��E will split on P1 as��E = OP1(a1)� : : :�OP1(ar) : (2.11)The triviality of the �rst Chern class of E, which we have supposed in orderto satisfy (2.7), leads to rXi=1 ai = 0 : (2.12)
As mentioned above, we are actually interested in knowing whetherdimH0(P1 ; E�(�1))� dimH1(P1 ; E�(�1)) (2.13)vanishes or not. Using (2.10), (2.11) and taking (2.12) into account, it can beeasily seen that (2.13) is nonvanishing if ��E splits nontrivially, i.e. if not allai vanish simultaneously.
Summarizing the above discussion, we have the following criterion for the sta-bility of a (0; 2) compacti�cation [36]: If ��E splits nontrivially for every genuszero holomorphic instanton � : �(' P1) ! X, then the (0; 2) model is asolution of the string equations of motion to all orders in the semiclassicalexpansion8.
In order to verify that a given (0; 2) compacti�cation evades destabilizationby worldsheet instantons, one should, therefore, �rst determine all genus zeroholomorphic instantons � : �(' P1) ! X and then check whether ��E splitsnontrivially. It goes without saying that this is in general a very hard task!
In view of the technical di�culties in working with nonlinear sigma models,one makes use of another more fruitful approach based on the ideas of the8It may happen that X does not contain holomorphic curves of genus zero. In such casesthe instanton mechanism which destabilizes the (0; 2) compacti�cation would not operate.
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renormalization group. The starting point in this approach is a theory whichis not conformally invariant but ows in the infrared limit to a �xed point ofthe renormalization group action. This �xed point is then the desired confor-mally invariant theory. Since all quantum �eld theories which lie in the sameuniversality class ow to the same infrared �xed point, one looks for a familyof quantum �eld theories as the starting point which is simpler to analyze.This will be the subject of the next chapter.



Chapter 3
The phase structure of (0,2)
models
As pointed out in the previous chapter, the (0; 2) Calabi-Yau compacti�cationsare rather di�cult to construct and to analyze. Because of this fact the (0; 2)Calabi-Yau compacti�cations have received less attention in the early days ofstring theory than their (2; 2) counterparts.
The state of a�airs has changed dramatically when Witten introduced hisgauged linear sigma model approach [111]. It provided a powerful tool in con-structing (0; 2) (and (2; 2)) models and in analyzing their `phase structure'. Inthis chapter we will review the basic ideas of this approach without going intodetails.
The starting point in this approach is a (0; 2) (resp. (2; 2) if one wants to study(2; 2) models) supersymmetric U(1) gauge theory. Such a theory representsa nonconformal member of the universality class of a (0; 2) (resp. (2; 2)) su-perconformal �eld theory. Therefore, we now begin to work out the necessarytools which we need to deal with such theories.
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3.1 Gauged linear sigma models
We will work in (0; 2) rigid superspace parametrized by (z ; �z; �+; ��+), wherethe fermionic coordinate is complex. The canonical basis of the tangent spaceis de�ned by (@ ; �@;D+; �D+) with@ = @@z ; �@ = @@�zD+ = @@�+ + ��+ �@ (3.1)�D+ = @@��+ + �+ �@ :In the matter sector we have two types of (0; 2) multiplets, namely the chiralscalar multiplet and the chiral spinor multiplet. The (0; 2) chiral scalar multi-plet is described by a complex scalar super�eld � that satis�es the condition�D+� = 0. Explicit �-expansion of � yields�(z ; �z; �+; ��+) = �(z; �z) + �+ (z; �z)� ��+�+ �@�(z; �z) ; (3.2)where � is a complex scalar �eld and  is a right-handed spinor �eld. The nextmatter multiplet, i.e. the (0; 2) chiral spinor multiplet, is described by a left-handed complex spinor super�eld � that satis�es �D+� = 0. Its �-expansion isgiven by �(z ; �z; �+; ��+) = �(z; �z) + �+G(z; �z)� ��+�+ �@�(z; �z) ; (3.3)where � is a left-handed spinor �eld and G is an auxiliary �eld. We nowcome to the (0; 2) gauge multiplet. Introducing a U(1) gauge connectionA = (Az ; A�z ; A+ ; �A+) in superspace, one can de�ne the covariant deriva-tives r;r;r+ and r+. Assuming that these covariant derivatives satisfy thefollowing set of constraintsfr+;r+g = 0 fr+;r+g = 0 ;[r+ ; r ] = 0 [r+ ; r ] = 0 ; (3.4)fr+;r+g = 2r ;
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it can be shown [20, 111] that the A+ ; �A+ and A�z components of A can beexpressed in terms of a real scalar super�eld V in the following way

A+ = e�V D+ eV ; �A+ = eV �D+ e�V ; A�z = 12 (D+ �A+ + �D+A+) : (3.5)Under a supergauge transformation V and Az transform as �V = i(�� ��) and�Az = i(�+ ��), respectively, where � is a chiral scalar super�eld. Making useof such a supergauge transformation one can go to the so-called Wess-Zuminogauge in whichV = ���+�+ �a ; Az = a+ ��+�� �+��� ��+�+D ; (3.6)where a; �a are z- and �z-components of the gauge �eld, �; �� are the left-handed gauginos and D is a real auxiliary �eld. In the Wess-Zumino gauge westill have the residual gauge symmetry under a supergauge transformation by� = � � ��+�+ �@�, where � is a real scalar �eld.
Let � and � carry U(1) charges q and �q, respectively. Under a supergaugetransformation � and � transform as�! e2iq�� �! e2i�q�� ;��! e�2iq�� �� ��! e�2i�q���� :A gauge invariant kinetic term for the bosonic matter �eld � is

S� = 12 Z d2z d2� � (@ � qAz)eqV �� � eqV�� eqV �� � (@ + qAz)eqV� �= Z d2z � (@ � qa)�� (�@ + q�a)� + (�@ � q�a)�� (@ + qa)�+ � (@ + qa) + q�� � � � q� �� � q ���D � : (3.7)A gauge invariant kinetic term for the fermionic matter �eld � is
S� = 12 Z d2z d2� �� e�qV �= Z d2z � �� (�@ + �q �a)� + 12 �GG� : (3.8)
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Introducing the gauge invariant �eld strengthsW := [r;r+] = �� + ��+ (@�a� �@a�D) + ��+�+ �@ �� ;W := [r;r+] = �� + �+ (@�a� �@a+D) + ��+�+ �@� ; (3.9)the kinetic term for the gauge �eld can be written asSgauge = � 12e2 Z d2z d2� W W= � 12e2 Z d2z � (@�a� �@a)2 � D2 + 2� �@ �� � : (3.10)The Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term and the �-angle term are

SD;� = � t2 Z d2z d�+ W + �t2 Z d2z d��+ W= r Z d2z D + i�� Z d2z (@�a� �@a) ; (3.11)
where t = r � i�� . The (0; 2) superpotential is of the following formSW = Z d2z d�+ �F (�) + Z d2z d��+ ��F (�)

= Z d2z 0@ (GF (�)� @F@� � ) + ( �GF (�)�  @F@�! � �� )1A ; (3.12)
where F is a homogeneous polynomial of appropriate degree so that (3.12) isgauge invariant.
We now apply these tools to construct (0; 2) supersymmetric U(1) gauge the-ories. Let �i (i = 1; : : : ; n + 1) and P be chiral scalar super�elds, and�a (a = 1; : : : ; ` + 1) and � be chiral spinor super�elds. They representthe matter �elds of the model, whose U(1) charge assignment is as follows

�eld �i P �a �
charge wi �m qa �d
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where d and m are supposed to be equal to the sum of wi and qa, respectively.Furthermore, wi and qa are taken to be positive. The action S which describesthe model is S = Sgauge + Smatter + SW + SD;� ;where Smatter denotes the sum of the kinetic terms for the bosonic and thefermionic matter �elds. The simplest (0; 2) superpotential that one can writedown has the following formSW = Z d2z d�+ ( �W (�i) + P�aFa(�i) ) + h:c: ; (3.13)where W and Fa are homogeneous polynomials in �i of degree d and m� qa,respectively. For the purposes of this chapter we assume thatW is a transversalpolynomial1 and that the Fa do not vanish simultaneously on W (�) = 0.Integrating out the auxiliary D �eld in the gauge multiplet (3.6) and theauxiliary �elds in the chiral spinor super�elds (cf. (3.3)), we get the scalarpotential

U = jW (�i)j2 + jpj2 Xa jFa(�i)j2 + e22  Xi wij�ij2 �mjpj2 � r!2 ; (3.14)
where the parameter r is the coe�cient in the Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term (3.11)and �i; p denote the lowest terms of the chiral scalar super�elds �i and P ,respectively (cf. (3.2)).
3.2 Calabi-Yau and Landau-Ginzburg phases
Now varying the parameter r in (3.14) this model exhibits di�erent `phases'.By minimizing the scalar potential (3.14) for large positive r we obtainXi wij�ij2 = r; W (�i) = 0; p = 0 : (3.15)1This means that �1 = 0; : : : ; �n+1 = 0 is the only common solution of W (�) = 0 and@iW (�) = 0 (i = 1; : : : ; n+ 1).
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Taking the quotient by the action of the gauge group U(1) these equationsdescribe a Calabi-Yau hypersurface X as the zero locus of the homogeneouspolynomial W (�i) in the weighted projective space P(w1 ; : : : ; wn+1) with theK�ahler class proportional to r. (Note that c1(X) = Pi wi � d = 0 !)
It is noteworthy that such varieties are in general singular. We assume that theCalabi-Yau varieties that arise in this way have at worst canonical singularities.We recall that a (normal) variety X is said to have canonical singularities ifrKX is a Cartier divisor for some integer r � 1 and if f : ~X ! X is a localresolution of singularities thenrK ~X = f�(rKX) + Xj aj Ej ; (3.16)
where KX and K ~X are the canonical divisors of X and ~X, respectively, Ej arethe exceptional prime divisors of f and aj are nonnegative integers. For thetime being, we ignore all issues associated with singularities in what follows.We will come back to this subject later.
There are two sets of Yukawa couplings in the action which can give massto the spinors. One of these sets comes from the kinetic terms (3.7) for thebosonic matter �elds and contains the Yukawa couplings between the gauginosand the superpartners of the scalar �elds. The other set comes from the super-potential part (3.12) of the action and contains the Yukawa couplings betweenthe right- and left-handed spinor matter �elds.
The right-handed spinor �, the superpartner of p, and the left-handed spinor, the lowest component of the chiral spinor super�eld �, become massivethrough their Yukawa couplings

Fa(�)�a� and @W@�i  i ;and drop out of the low energy theory. The right-handed massless spinors are
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those which are in the kernel of the map

g : ( 1; : : : ;  n+1) 7�! n+1Xi=1  i @W@�ibut not in the image of the mapf :  7�! (w1�1 ; : : : ; wn+1�n+1 ) :In other words, the right-handed massless spinors arise from the cohomologyof the sequence
0! O f�! n+1Mi=1 O(wi) g�! O(d)! 0 : (3.17)

The cohomology of this sequence de�nes the tangent sheaf TX of the Calabi-Yau hypersurface X in P(w1 ; : : : ; wn+1).
The situation for the left-handed spinors is slightly di�erent. There are noYukawa couplings of �a with the gauginos. The left-handed massless spinorsare those which lie in the kernel of the map

F : (�1; : : : ; �`+1) 7�! `+1Xa=1�a Fa(�) ;
They are, therefore, sections of the sheaf E de�ned by the exact sequence

0! E ! `+1Ma=1O(qa) F�! O(m)! 0 : (3.18)
So we �nd that our gauged linear sigma model reduces for large positive r inthe infrared limit to a (0; 2) Calabi-Yau sigma model with the target space X,a hypersurface in the weighted projective space P(w1 ; : : : ; wn+1), and a rank` vector bundle E on X which is de�ned by the exact sequence (3.18). Withthe above choice of U(1) charges, the �rst Chern classes of E and X vanish

c1(X) = n+1Xi=1 wi � d = 0 ; c1(E) = `+1Xa=1 qa �m = 0 : (3.19)
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The above geometric data still have to satisfy an important condition thatcomes from the cancellation of the U(1) gauge anomaly. Imposing the condi-tion c2(E) = c2(X) guarantees this cancellation [38]. This leads, in turn, tothe following quadratic Diophantine equation

m2 � `+1Xa=1 q2a = d2 � n+1Xi=1 w2i : (3.20)
The conditions (3.19) and (3.20) are exactly those which have been discussedin chapter 1 in the context of nonlinear sigma models.
For a generic map F in the exact sequence (3.18), the choice of ` = 4 corre-sponds to the unbroken gauge group SO(10) in the heterotic string compacti-�cation. The massless spectrum is [36]

rep. of SO(10) cohomology group
45 H�(X;OX)16 H�(X; E)
10 H�(X;V2 E)
1 H�(X;End E)

The net number of generations of matter �elds, i.e. 16's of SO(10), is givenby the index of the twisted Dolbeault operator, ind �@E . According to theRiemann-Roch theorem ind �@E = ZX ch (E) Td (X) ; (3.21)where Td(X) denotes the Todd class of X (cf. chapter 4 for more details).Because of (3.19) the formula (3.21) reduces in our case toind �@E = 12 ZX c3(E) : (3.22)
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Now we turn to the Landau-Ginzburg phase. For large negative values of rthe vanishing of the scalar potential yields

�i = 0 ( for all i ); jpj2 = �rm :In this case p and its superpartner become massive and drop out of the lowenergy theory. Since the charge of p is m the gauge group U(1) breaks downto the subgroup Zm .
We are therefore left with a (0; 2) Landau-Ginzburg orbifold in the infraredlimit. Absorbing the vacuum expectation value of p by a trivial rescaling ofthe �elds we get the superpotentialSW = Z d2z d� ( �W (�i) + �aFa(�i) ) : (3.23)Summarizing the above discussion, we have found that our simple model ex-hibits two di�erent `phases', namely the Calabi-Yau phase and the Landau-Ginzburg phase. In other words, we have found that the Calabi-Yau � modelsand the Landau-Ginzburg models can be interpreted as two di�erent phasesof the same underlying theory.
It should be noted that the parameter r, which has been used to label theinfrared �xed points of the renormalization group action, is actually not arenormalization group invariant. It gets additively renormalized at one loop.The beta function is proportional to the sum of U(1) charges of the scalar�elds [38, 111], i.e. d �m in our case, which can in general be nonvanishing.In order to cancel this one loop contribution, one can add to the superpotentialSW the term Z d2z d�+ 
� + h:c: ;in which � is a chiral scalar super�eld of U(1) charge m� d and 
 is a chiralspinor super�eld of the opposite charge.
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Obviously, the scalar potential U is modi�ed by introducing these additional�elds. However, it can be shown that by minimizing U one always obtains� = 0 (� is the lowest component of �) and that the uctuations of 
 and� are massive and drop out of the low energy theory. Therefore, they do nota�ect the low energy physics (cf. [38] for more details on this point).
The construction that has been reviewed here can be easily generalized inmany di�erent respects [37]. We give two examples which will be of interest tous. Suppose that we take as our starting point a (0; 2) supersymmetric U(1)gauge theory with the following superpotentialSW = Z d2z d�+ ��jWj(�i) + P�aFa(�i) � + h:c: ; (3.24)where Wj are homogeneous polynomials of degrees dj, �j are chiral spinor su-per�elds of U(1) charges �dj and Pj dj = Piwi.
An analysis similar to what we have done above shows that in the Calabi-Yauphase this model describes a (0; 2) nonlinear sigma model whose target spaceX is now the complete intersection of the hypersurfaces Wj(�i) = 0 in theweighted projective space P(w1 ; : : : ; wn+1). The vector bundle E is de�ned asbefore by (3.18). The condition c2(E) = c2(X) reads as followsm2 �Xa q2a =Xj d2j �Xi w2i : (3.25)
As another example we consider a model in which the superpotential is givenby SW = Z d2z d�+ ��W (�i) + Pj�aF ja (�i) � + h:c: ; (3.26)where F ja are homogeneous polynomials of degrees mj�qa, Pj are chiral scalarsuper�elds of U(1) charges �mj. We further assume that Pjmj = Pa qa.
The Calabi-Yau phase of this model describes a (0; 2) nonlinear sigma modelwhose target space is, as before, the Calabi-Yau hypersurface X de�ned as the
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zero locus of W (�i) = 0 in P(w1 ; : : : ; wn+1). The vector bundle E is de�nedin this case by the following exact sequence0! E !Ma O(qa) F�!Mj O(mj)! 0 : (3.27)
The condition c2(E) = c2(X) leads toXj m2j �Xa q2a = d2 �Xi w2i : (3.28)
In concluding this chapter we comment on some general points about the phasestructure of generic gauged linear sigma models.
If we rely no more on our naive arguments in the above discussion and take theissues related to the singularities into account, then the phase picture resultingfrom such a model will become more complicated. As we will see below, thisis mainly due to the fact that the study of a generic singular model in theframework of the gauged linear sigma models leads us to consider models withgauge group U(1)� : : :� U(1) (N copies).
The analysis of the phase structure of such models goes exactly along the samelines as in our simple case above. Since instead of one parameter r in the scalarpotential U we have now N di�erent parameters r1; : : : ; rN which can be in-dependently varied, this analysis becomes increasingly di�cult.
As is known [3, 4, 5], there exists an `equivalent' formulation of the whole storyin terms of toric geometry2. It provides us with some e�cient computationaltools that remain tractable in more complicated examples. We discuss therelevant concepts from the toric geometry in chapter 4.

2The mathematical construction underlying the gauged linear sigma model approach isthe symplectic quotient [111]. As is well-known, this can be rephrased as a holomorphicquotient which is, in turn, closely related to the toric geometry [23].



Chapter 4
Resolving the (0,2) singularities
In resolving the (0,2) singularities we make intensive use of the methods of toricgeometry. Hence we begin this chapter with reviewing the basic concepts oftoric geometry which are necessary for understanding the geometrical settingof our discussion in later sections. They also provide us with the necessarytools for the calculations of section 4.4. For the most part we have omitted theproofs of theorems which can be found in the standard works [26, 52, 73, 87].
4.1 Basics of toric geometry
Toric geometry is a part of algebraic geometry in which many algebraic ge-ometrical problems such as the construction of a resolution of singularities,calculation of intersection indices, fundamental groups and other invariantsare reduced to purely combinatorial questions on certain lattices and convexpolyhedral cones in them. It is noteworthy that the class of toric varieties,the basic objects of study in toric geometry, is relatively small. It su�ces tomention that all toric varieties are rational!
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Fans and toric varietiesLet N be a free Abelian group of rank d (= a lattice of rank d) and M =Hom(N;Z) be its dual lattice. Further, leth�; �i :M�N! Zbe the canonical pairing. By NR = N 
Z R and MR = M 
Z R we denotethe R -scalar extensions of N and M, respectively. The R -extension of thecanonical pairing will be denoted by the same symbol h�; �i.
De�nition: A convex polyhedral cone (or simply a cone) � in NR is a subsetof the form � := f a1v1 + : : : + akvk jvi 2 NR ; ai 2 R+ for i = 1; : : : ; k g :
The vectors v1; : : : ;vk are called the generators of �. To underline this factwe write � = hv1; : : : ;vki . For cones � and � we denote by � � � the conesfv�w jv 2 � ; w 2 � g, respectively. �+(��) is the smallest subspace of NRcontaining �. The dimension of � is de�ned as the dimension of the subspace� + (��). We call � a `big cone' if dim� = d.
De�nition: The dual �_ of a cone � is the subset �_ := fw 2MR j hw;vi �0 for all v 2 � g 1.
A face � of � is the set fv 2 � j hu;vi = 0 for some u 2 �_ g which is theintersection of � with a supporting hyperplane of it de�ned by u. � is also aconvex polyhedral cone. It is generated by all vi that satisfy hu;vii = 0. Forthe dual of � we have �_ = �_ + R+ (�u) : (4.1)It is obvious that a cone has �nitely many faces. The intersection of a numberof faces is again a face. `� is a face of �' is abbreviated by � � �.1 �_ is, in turn, a convex polyhedral cone in MR (Farkas' theorem).
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Figure 4.1: A cone � and its dual �_
u
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Figure 4.2: A supporting hyperplane of � and its corresponding u
A cone � is called rational if its generators are lattice vectors. The dual ofsuch a cone is also rational. A simplicial cone is a cone whose generators arelinearly independent over R . If the generators of a simplicial cone � can beextended to a basis of N then � is said to be a basic cone.
The cospan, cosp� (:=� \ (��)), of � is the greatest subspace of NR con-tained in �. If cosp� = f0g, then � is said to be strongly convex. Such acone has an apex at the origin. It should be clear from the above de�nitionswhat one means by a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone! Note that thedual of such a cone is strongly convex if � is a big cone.
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Figure 4.3: (a) A strongly convex polyhedral cone in R 3 , (b) A convex poly-hedral cone in R 3
Gordan's lemma: Let � be a convex rational polyhedral cone in NR . Then� \N is a �nitely generated (commutative) monoid.
We sketch the simple proof of this lemma. That � \N is a monoid is obvious.Without loss of generality, we assume that � = hv1; : : : ;vki is simplicial. Itcan be easily seen that each point v of � \ N can be uniquely written asv = p + Pi nivi, where ni are nonnegative integers and p lies in the paral-lelepiped P = f a1v1 + : : : + akvk j 0 � ai < 1 for i = 1; : : : ; k g . Now, thelemma follows from the observation that #(P \N) is �nite.
Example: Take the cone � in R 2 generated by v1 = (7; 2) and v2 = (2; 5).It can be easily checked that v1 and v2 together with (1; 1); (2; 1); (3; 1); (1; 2)yield a (minimal) generating set for � \ Z2 .
Let � be a strongly convex rational cone in NR . Let A� := C [ �_ \M ] bethe monoid C -algebra constructed from �_ \ M . It consists of all expressions
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Pm2�_\M�m�m , where �m 2 C and almost all �m = 0 , with multiplicationdetermined by the addition in �_\M : �m ��m0 = �m+m0 . It follows from theabove lemma that A� is a �nitely generated commutative C -algebra. Moreover,A� has no zero divisors. As is well-known, we can associate with A� the a�nevariety U� = SpecA� :We call U� the a�ne toric variety associated to the cone �. A� will then be thering of regular functions on U�, i.e. A� = �(U�;OU�), where OU� denotes thestructure sheaf of U�. A� is integrally closed which means that the a�ne toricvariety U� is normal. U� can be represented as a closed subvariety of somea�ne space C m . To see this, we �rst choose a generating set f �1; : : : ; �m g forA� and then take a (�nite) presentation0! I ! C [x1 ; : : : ; xm]! C [�1 ; : : : ; �m]! 0 ;where C [x1; : : : ; xm] is the polynomial ring in the variables x1; : : : ; xm over Cand I denotes the ideal of relations. Now, U� can be identi�ed by the subvari-ety V (I) of common zeros of the polynomials in I. The points of V (I) are inone to one correspondence to the maximal ideals (= closed points) in SpecA�.

Let feigdi=1 be a basis inM (�= Zd). A generating set for the monoidM is givenby e1; : : : ;ed;�e1; : : : ;�ed. Associating with each (m1; : : : ;md) 2 M theLaurent monomial Xm11 : : : Xmdd , the monoid algebra C [M ] can be identi�edby the C -algebra C [X1 ; X�11 ; : : : ; Xd; X�1d ]of Laurent polynomials in the variables X1; : : : ; Xd. The corresponding a�netoric variety isT = Spec C [X1 ; X�11 ; : : : ; Xd; X�1d ] �= (C �)d (4.2)which is the d-dimensional complex algebraic torus. Since each cone �_ iscontained in MR , the monoid �_ \ M is a submonoid of M : �_ \M ,!M.
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This homomorphism can be extended to a homomorphism of the C -algebraC [ �_ \ M ] and C [M ], which, in turn, yields an embedding of the torus Tas a dense open subset in U�.
Note that A�, the C -algebra of regular functions on U�, is a monoidal alge-bra, i.e. it is a subalgebra of C [X1 ; X�11 ; : : : ; Xd; X�1d ] which is generatedby �nitely many Laurent monomials. It is not hard to see that the ideal ofrelations in a presentation of A� is generated by binomials2xa11 : : : xamm � xb11 : : : xbmm ;where (a1; : : : ; am) and (b1; : : : ; bm) determine a (positive) linear relation ofthe generating set fu1; : : : ;umg of �_ \ M, i.e.Xi ai ui =Xj bj uj :
Example: Let � be a cone in R 2 generated by v1 = 2e1�e2 and v2 = e2. Thenthe monoid �_\ M is generated by u1 = e1 ; u2 = e1+e2 and u3 = e1+2e2.

M N

Figure 4.4: � and its dual
Therefore, A� = C [X1 ; X1X2; X1X22 ]. There is a linear relation u1+u3 = 2u2.Hence I = hx1x3�x22i. U� is a quadratic cone with a singularity at the origin.

2For a subvariety of C m to be toric, it is necessary and su�cient that it be de�ned byequations of the type xa11 : : : xamm � xb11 : : : xbmm = 0.
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singular point

Figure 4.5: The quadratic cone x1x3 = x22
Gluing together a�ne toric varieties, we obtain the toric varieties. The gluinginformation is encoded in a certain complex of cones inNR which is called a fan.
De�nition: A fan � in NR is a collection of strongly convex rational polyhe-dral cones3 satisfying the following conditions:� if � � � and � 2 �, then � 2 � ,� for any �; �0 2 � the intersection � \ �0 is a face of both � and �0 .The support j� j of a fan � is the set j� j= S�2� �. A fan � is called simplicialif it consists of simplicial cones. � is said to be complete if j� j= NR . By �(k)we denote the set of all k-dimensional cones in � .
Let � � �. Then it follows from (4.1) that �_ \ M = �_ \ M + Z+ (�u). Itis obvious from this relation that A� is the localization of A� at an element inthe monoid algebra associated to u , i.e �u. Consequently, the correspondinga�ne toric variety U� represents a principal open subset of U�. Now, let � bea common face of � and �0. According to the above discussion, we have anisomorphism, called a gluing map, between the principal open subsets in U�and U�0 de�ned by � .

3The condition of strong convexity guarantees that the duals of the cones in the fan areall big cones in MR .
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   simplicial big cones

Figure 4.6: A fan in R 3
Using these gluing data, the toric variety P� can be constructed as follows.First, we take the disjoint union of the a�ne toric varieties U�, F�2� U�, andthen identify the points which are mapped to each other by the gluing maps.Note that the toric varieties are separated.
Example (The complex projective plane P2): The fan � consists of the fol-lowing cones: �1 = he1;e2i, �2 = he2;�(e1 + e2)i, �3 = he1;�(e1 + e2)i,�1 = �2 \ �3 = h�(e1 + e2)i, �2 = �3 \ �1 = he1i, �3 = �1 \ �2 = he2i and thezero-dimensional cone.

M N

Figure 4.7: The big cones of the fan � and their duals
Gluing the a�ne pieces U�1 = Spec C [X1 ; X2 ] �= C 2 , U�2 = Spec C [X�11 ,X�11 X2 ] �= C 2 , U�3 = Spec C [X1X�12 ; X�12 ] �= C 2 along the principal open
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subsets de�ned by �1; �2 and �3, we obtain the toric variety P2 . Let (xi; yi) bethe `coordinate functions' on the a�ne piece U�i . Then the transition functionsare 8>><>>: x2 = x�11

y2 = y1 x�11
8>><>>: x3 = x2 y�12
y3 = y�12

8>><>>: x1 = y3 x�13
y1 = x�13 :Generalizing this example we see that Pn is also a toric variety de�ned by thefan whose big cones are given by �i = he1; : : : ;ei�1;ei+1; : : : ;en;�(e1+ � � �+en) i for i = 1; : : : ; n, and �0 = he1; : : : ;eni . As in the above example, then+ 1 a�ne toric varieties U�i are the copies of the a�ne space C n .

Example (The weighted projective space P(w1 ; : : : ; wn+1)): Let w1; : : : ; wn+1be relatively prime positive integers. Further, let fv1; : : : ;vn+1 g be a span-ning set of an n-dimensional real vector space V satisfying the linear relationw1v1 + : : : + wn+1vn+1 = 0 . Let the integer span of v1; : : : ;vn+1 de�ne thelattice N whose R -extension is obviously V . The fan � consists of all simpli-cial cones generated by proper subsets of fv1; : : : ;vn+1 g . The correspondingtoric variety will be the weighted projective space P(w1 ; : : : ; wn+1) 4.
Example (Hirzebruch surface): Let (�0; �1) and (�0; �1; �2) be the homogeneouscoordinates of P1 and P2, respectively. The Hirzebruch surface Fa , a 2 Z, isthe rational ruled surface in P1 � P2 de�ned by the equation �a0 �0 = �a1 �1.Fa is a toric variety whose de�ning fan � consists of the following big cones:�1 = he1;e2i , �2 = h�e1;e2i , �3 = h�e1; ae1 � e2i , �4 = he1; ae1 � e2i.4The weighted projective space is usually de�ned as a quotient of C n+1 n f0g by thediagonal action of the multiplicative group C � :(� ; (z1; : : : ; zn+1)) 7! (�w1 z1; : : : ; �wn+1 zn+1) (� 2 C �) :
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NM

Figure 4.8: The big cones of the fan � and their duals
The corresponding a�ne toric varieties areU�1 = Spec C [X1; X2 ] U�3 = Spec C [X�11 X�a2 ; X�12 ]U�2 = Spec C [X�11 ; X2 ] U�4 = Spec C [X1Xa2 ; X�12 ] :The a�ne toric varieties U�1 and U�2 patch together to yield P� C . The sameholds for the other two pieces. All together one obtains a P1-bundle over P1 .
Divisors and invertible sheavesWe have seen that the complex algebraic torus T is contained as a denseopen subset in each toric variety P� . The natural action of T as a group onitself can be extended to an action on P� . Let U� be an a�ne piece of P� .The (closed) points of U� are in one to one correspondence with the semigrouphomomorphism from �_\M to the multiplicative semigroup C . Let t :M! Cand p : �_ \ M! C be two points lying in T and U�, respectively. Then, theaction of T on U� is de�ned by(t; p) 7! t � p ; t � p (u) := t (u) p (u) :It can be shown that the action de�ned in this way is compatible with thegluing maps and therefore can be extended to an action of T on the whole P� .55This is the characterizing property of toric varieties, i.e. if a normal variety X containsT as a dense open subvariety and the natural action of T on itself can be extended to an
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For each � 2 �(k), there is an orbit O� of the action of T on P� which is isomor-phic to (C �)d�k. O� is an open subvariety of its closure F�, which is, in turn, aclosed subvariety of U�. In fact, F� = Spec C [ cosp �_ \ M ]. The closed em-bedding F� ,! U� is de�ned by the surjective homomorphism C [�_ \ M ]!C [ cosp �_ \ M ] coming from the extension of the map �m 7! cf (m) � �m,where cf is the characteristic function of the set cosp�_ \ M.
F� is again a toric variety. Its de�ning fan is the projection of the star of � (=f�0 2 � j � � �0 g) onto NR =� + (��).

N R/ σ+(−σ)

σ

Figure 4.9: The fan describing the closed T -orbit associated to �
Let �(1) = f �1; : : : ; �n g and ei be the primitive lattice vectors on �i. The(irreducible) closed codimension one T -orbits Di associated to �i freely gener-ate the group of T -invariant Weil divisors WDiv (P�) in P� . Therefore, eachT -invariant Weil divisor D can be written asD = nXi=1 aiDi ;where a1; : : : ; an 2 Z. A T -invariant Cartier divisor D in P� is de�ned bya family fm�g�2�, where m� 2 M =M \ cosp�_, such that if � � � thenaction on the whole variety X, then X is of the form P� .
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m� must map to m� under the canonical projection from M =M \ cosp�_ toM =M \ cosp �_. On each open a�ne subset U�, � 2 �, D is given by

� nXi=1hm�; ei iDi :The group of T -invariant Cartier divisors will be denoted by CDiv (P�). Thefamily fm�g�2� described above determines a continuous real function  D onj� j with the following properties:�  D is integral, i.e.  D(j� j \N) � Z,�  D is �-piecewise linear, i.e. the restriction of  D to each cone � in � isan R -linear function.Conversely, any such function comes from a unique T -invariant Cartier divisor.Therefore, a T -invariant Cartier divisor D can be equivalently given byD = � nXi=1 D(ei)Di :This shows that each T -invariant Cartier divisor de�nes a T -invariant Weildivisor.
Each m 2M gives a character �m : T ! C � and hence �m de�nes a rationalfunction on P� , which, in turn, determines a principal T -invariant Cartierdivisor div (�m) = � nXi=1hm; ei iDi :Let � be a complete fan. Then the following theorem shows the relationsbetween the Picard group Pic (P�), the Chow group Ad�1(P�), CDiv (P�),WDiv (P�) and M.
Theorem: There exists a commutative diagram with exact rows66The main point in this theorem is that one can compute the Picard group Pic (P�) (theChow group Ad�1(P�)) by using only the T -invariant Cartier (Weil) and principal divisors.
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0 !M ! CDiv (P�) ! Pic (P�) !0
0 !M ! WDiv (P�) ! Ad�1(P�) !0

\
#

\
#

Moreover, the Picard group is a �nitely generated free Abelian group7.
A T -invariant Cartier divisor D = Pi aiDi, where ai = � D(ei), determinesa rational convex polyhedron �D in MR :�D := fu 2MR j hu; ei i � �ai for all i = 1; : : : ; n g :The points of �D \ M, correspond to the global sections of the (T -linearized)invertible sheaf OP�(D) associated to D, i.e.� ( P� ;OP�(D)) = Mm2�D\M C � �m :
If the fan � is complete, then �D is an integral (convex) polytope. In thefollowing we assume that � is complete. An invertible sheaf OP�(D) is said tobe semi-ample if it is generated by its global sections. The following theoremcharacterizes the semi-ample invertible sheaves.
Theorem: OP�(D) is semi-ample if and only if  D is (upper) convex8. More-over,  D is uniquely determined by �D :  D(ei) = minm2�D\M hm; ei i .Theorem: A T -invariant Cartier divisor D is very ample if and only if  D isstrictly convex and for every big cone � the monoid �_ \ M is generated by7rank (Pic (P�)) � rank (Ad�1 (P�)).8 D is upper convex :()  D(tv + (1 � t)w) � t D(v) + (1 � t) D(w) for v;w 2j� jand t 2 [0; 1].
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fm�m� j m 2 �D \ M g.
D = �Pi  D(ei)Di is said to be ample if some positive multiple of D is veryample. The ampleness of D is equivalent to the strict convexity of  D.
Toric varieties from polytopesLet � be a lattice polytope in MR . We de�ne a monomial subalgebra S�of C [X0 ; X1; X�11 ; : : : ; Xd; X�1d ] as follows. S� is spanned as a complex vec-tor space by monomials Xk0Xm11 : : : Xmdd such that the lattice point m =(m1; : : : ;md) 2M belongs to k�. This ring can be graded by settingdeg (Xk0Xm11 : : : Xmdd ) = k :The (projective) variety P� de�ned by P� = ProjS� is the toric variety asso-ciated to �. The toric variety P� constructed in this way is isomorphic to atoric variety P� whose de�ning fan � is the normal fan of �9.
Note that the construction of a toric variety P� from a lattice polytope �also provides us with an ample T -invariant Cartier divisor corresponding to�. Conversely, if we want to construct a polytope � from a fan � such thatP� ' P� , then we will need an ample T -invariant Cartier divisor D in P� . �will be then the lattice polytope associated to D.
SingularitiesFirst, we recall some general de�nitions. Let X be a normal variety. X issaid to have only Q -Gorenstein singularities if the canonical divisor KX is Q -Cartier, i.e. if rKX is Cartier for some integer r � 1 . If KX is Cartier, thenX is said to have only Gorenstein singularities. The variety X is said to have9The normal fan � of � is de�ned as follows. Let � be a k-dimensional face of � andu 2MR a point lying strictly inside �. We set �_� = S�2R+ � � (��u ). Then �� 2 �(d�k).The complete fan � will be the set of all ��, where � ranges over the faces of �.
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only canonical singularities if it is Q -Gorenstein and if f : ~X ! X is a localresolution of singularities then rK ~X = f�(rKX) + Pj aj Ej , where Ej are theexceptional prime divisors of f and aj are nonnegative integers. If aj > 0 forall j , then the singularities of X are said to be terminal.We now turn to the toric varieties. Since the issue of singularity is a local one,we can restrict ourselves to the case of a�ne toric varieties.
Theorem: An a�ne toric variety U� , � 2 �(k) , is nonsingular if and only ifthe cone � is basic, in which case U� �= C k � (C �)d�k .
For a simplicial cone � 2 �(k) which is not a basic one, the a�ne toric varietyU� is of the form U� �= C k =G� (C �)d�k , where the group G is the quotient ofsublattices N 0 and N 00 of N which are generated by � \ N and fei j �i � � g,respectively. This means that U� for a simplicial cone � has only quotientsingularities.The following theorem gives us a combinatorial characterization of canonicalsingularities in the toric case.
Theorem: The a�ne toric variety U� , � 2 �(k) , has at worst canonicalsingularities if and only if� there is a u 2MQ such that hu; eii = 1 for all �i � �, 10� for each nonzero v 2 � \ N , hu;vi � 1 .If for each nonzero v 2 � \ N in the above theorem holds hu;vi > 1 , thenthe singularities are terminal.
As mentioned in section 3.2, we are interested in the Calabi-Yau varieties whichhave at worst canonical singularities. We now describe how such varieties can10This condition states when U� is Q -Gorenstein. In particular, if u 2 M then U� isGorenstein.
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be realized as hypersurfaces in toric varieties [8].
Let � be an integral (convex) polytope in MR . � is reexive if it containsthe origin as an interior point and if its dual �� := fv j hu;vi � �1for all u 2 � g is also an integral polytope in NR . Starting from a reexivepolytope � , we construct the toric variety P� . The ample divisor in P� whichis associated to � is the anticanonical divisor �K = PiDi . Note also that�K is obviously a T -invariant Cartier divisor. Hence, P� is a GorensteinFano toric variety. Conversely, it can be shown that each Gorenstein Fanotoric variety arises from a reexive polytope. It is known that the Gorensteintoric varieties are canonical [90]. Consequently, the toric varieties coming fromreexive polytopes have at worst canonical singularities. Now, it follows fromBertini theorems and the adjunction formula that a generic section of theanticanonical sheaf realizes our Calabi-Yau variety.
Homogeneous coordinate ring approachIn this subsection we briey discuss the homogeneous coordinate ring approachwhich is more appropriate for our �eld theoretical considerations. The originalmotivation for its development was, however, the desire to have a constructionof toric varieties and related objects similar to those of Pn in the classical al-gebraic geometry [23].
As discussed previously, each one-dimensional cone �i de�nes a T -invariantWeil divisor Di. Assuming that the fan � is complete, we have seen thatthere is an injective map from M into the free Abelian group of Weil divisorsWDiv (P�) =Lni=1 Z �Di :

� :M �! nMi=1 Z �Di ; m 7! nXi=1hm; eii Di : (4.3)
The cokernel of this map coincides with the Chow group Ad�1(P�) which isa �nitely generated Abelian group of rank n � d . Therefore, we have the
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following exact sequence0 �!M ��! nMi=1 Z �Di deg�! Ad�1(P�) �! 0 ; (4.4)
where deg denotes the canonical projection. Now considerG = HomZ(Ad�1(P�); C �)which is in general isomorphic to a product of (C �)n�d and a �nite group [23].By applying HomZ( � ; C �) to (4.4) we get1 �! G �! (C �)n �! T �! 1 ;which de�nes the action of G on C n :g � (x1; : : : ; xn) = ( g(deg D1) x1; : : : ; g(deg Dn) xn )for g 2 G and (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 C n .
Let S = C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] be the polynomial ring over C in the variables x1; : : : ; xn,where the xi correspond to the one-dimensional cones �i in � . Each mono-mial xa11 : : : xann in S determines a divisor Pni=1 aiDi . This ring is graded ina natural way by deg(xi) := deg Di :S = Mq2Ad�1(P�)Sq ;
where Sq is generated by all monomials xa11 : : : xann such that deg (Pni=1 aiDi) =q . Let B denote the monomial ideal in S generated by x� = Q�i 6�� xi for all� 2 � . Note that the set of monomials fx� j � 2 �(d) g , is the uniqueminimal basis of this ideal. The ring S de�nes the n-dimensional a�ne spaceA n = SpecS. The ideal B gives the varietyZ� = V (B) ;which is denoted as the exceptional set. Removing the exceptional set Z� weobtain the Zariski open set U� = A n nZ� ;
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which is invariant under the action of G. For the case of a complete simplicialfan the geometric quotient of U� by G exists and gives rise to P� [23]!
Using this construction of a toric variety P� , the sheaves of OP� -modules canbe studied in a way similar to that of Pn . For example, the twisting sheavesOP�(p) are sheaves which are associated to the graded S-module S(p), i.e.OP�(p) = S(p)�, where S(p)q = Sp+q for all q . It can be shown thatOP�(p) ' OP�(D), where D is a T -invariant divisor with deg D = p. Inparticular, OP� = S�. Furthermore, we have S ' LpH0(P� ;OP�(p)). Weconclude this subsection with the following theorem.
Theorem: Let � be a complete simplicial fan. Then every coherent sheafF on P� is of the form F = M�, where M is a �nitely generated gradedS-module.
4.2 Intersection ring and Riemann-Roch the-orem
We �rst recall some general concepts. Let X be a nonsingular variety. An(algebraic) k-cycle � on X is a �nite sum� =Xi ai Si ;
where ai 2 Z and Si are irreducible k-dimensional subvarieties of X. � is callede�ective if ai � 0 for all i. The support supp � of � is the union of all Si forwhich ai is nonzero. The set Zk(X) of all k-cycles with the addition de�nedin an obvious way is an Abelian group. A family of k-cycles on X with baseY , a nonsingular irreducible curve, is a (k+1)-cycle � on X �Y such that theimage of supp � under the projection to Y is dense in Y . � can be consideredas f�sgs2S, where �s are k-cycles on X.
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Two cycles are said to be algebraically equivalent if there exists a family of cy-cles containing both of them. If the base Y of this family is P1 , then we speakof rational equivalence of cycles. Factorizing Zk(X) with respect to rationalequivalence of cycles, we obtain the Chow group Ak(X) of k-cycle classes on X.
We have already seen that with each (d � k)-dimensional cone � there is as-sociated the closed T -orbit F� which de�nes a k-cycle on P� . The followingtheorem describes the role of such toric k-cycles.
Theorem: Ak(P�) is generated by F�, where � 2 �(d�k).
Now we turn our attention to the discussion of the intersection ring. LetA�(P�) =Mk Ak(P�)
be the Chow ring of P� . Note that the Abelian groups Ak(P�) are �nitelygenerated. The multiplicative structure of A�(P�) is given by the intersectionof cycles. It is determined by the combinatorial data encoded in the fan � . If�1 and �2 are two cones in � that are faces of at least one other cone � in thefan, then their corresponding cycles do intersect, otherwise the intersection isempty. The intersection cycle in the former case is the one that is associatedto � . It is convenient to consider Ak(P�) := Ad�k(P�) because by intersectingcycles the codimensions add up. Therefore, we obtain the graded commutativering A�(P�) =Mk Ak(P�) ;
which is called the intersection ring of P� . Let Q [z1; : : : ; zn] be the polynomialring in the variables z1; : : : ; zn over Q , where the zi correspond to the one-dimensional cones �i in the fan �. Further, let

I = h nXi=1hm; eii zi : m 2M i and J = h Y�i2P zi : for all P i (4.5)
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be ideals in Q [z1 ; : : : ; zn], where P stands for a primitive collection. It is asubset f�i1; : : : ; �ikg of �(1) which does not generate a k-dimensional cone,whereas any proper subset of it generates a cone in �. The ideal J is theso-called Stanley{Reisner ideal.
It can be shown that for a complete simplicial toric variety P� one has thefollowing isomorphisms for the intersection ring A�(P�)Q (= A�(P�)
Z Q )A�(P�)Q ' Q [z1 ; : : : ; zn] = (I + J) ' H�(P� ; Q ) ;where the isomorphism in the direction of the rational cohomology ring dou-bles the degree.
We are actually interested in the intersection ring of desingularized Calabi-Yau varieties ~X which, as we will discuss below, are generic sections of theanticanonical sheaf on P� (' P� ). The ring A�( ~X)Q is isomorphic to thequotient of A�(P�)Q by the annihilator of the canonical divisor [9], i.e.A�( ~X)Q ' A�(P�)Q = ann(z1 + : : : + zn) :Let F be a coherent sheaf on the (complete) variety X. As is known, the Eulercharacteristic �(X;F) of F is de�ned by�(F) = �(X;F) = Xp�0(�1)p Hp(X;F) :
The main property of the Euler characteristic is its additivity. It means thatfor an exact sequence of coherent sheaves 0! E ! F ! G ! 0 it holds that�(F) = �(E) + �(G).
The Riemann-Roch theorem allows us to express the Euler characteristic of acoherent sheaf F on the (nonsingular) variety X in terms of the intersectionof algebraic cycles on X. We now de�ne the intersection form (�; �) on A�(X)which we need in the statement of the Riemann-Roch theorem. It is a mapA�(X)� A�(X)! Q
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that is the composition of the multiplication in A�(X) and the linear functionaldeg : A�(X)! Qde�ned as follows. deg associates to each cycle � 2 A�(X) the degree of its0-cycle11 part �0 = Pi ai[Pi] :deg(�0) :=Xi ai :
For a nonsingular projective variety X the Riemann-Roch theorem reads�(F) = ( ch (F);Td (X) ) ;where ch (F) is the Chern character of F and Td (X) = td (TX) is the Toddclass of the tangent sheaf. ch (F) and Td (X) are elements of A�(X)! Werecall that the Chern character of a coherent sheaf F can be de�ned throughits locally free resolutions. For a locally free sheaf E of rank r we have:

ch (E) = r + c1 + 12(c21 � 2c2) + 16(c31 � 3c1c2 + 3c3)+ 124(c41 � 4c21c2 + 4c1c3 + 2c22 � 4c4) + : : : (4.6)td (E) = 1 + 12c1 + 112(c21 + c2) + 124c1c2� 1720(c41 � 4c21c2 � 3c22 � c1c3 + c4) + : : : ; (4.7)
where ci = ci(E) is the i-th Chern class of E .
4.3 Cohomology of twisting sheaves
In this section we outline a general framework for the calculation of the co-homology groups of twisting sheaves on toric varieties. To begin with, we11On a complete variety the degree of a 0-cycle is preserved by rational equivalence.
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recall some de�nitions and facts from the cohomology of sheaves. Let F be anAbelian sheaf on a topological space X. Consider the sheaf C0(F) de�ned byC0(F) (U) = Yx2U Fx :
The sheaf F is canonically embedded in C0(F) by associating to s 2 F(U)the family (s(x)) 2 Qx2U Fx . The sheaf C0(F) is always abby. Now considerthe family fCn(F)gn�1 of sheaves that is recursively de�ned byC1(F) := C0(C0(F) =F) ;Cn+1(F) := C0(Cn(F) = dn�1Cn�1(F)) ;where dn : Cn(F)! Cn+1(F) is de�ned as a compositionCn(F) �! (Cn(F) = dn�1Cn�1(F) ) �! C0(Cn(F) = dn�1Cn�1(F) ) :In this way we obtain the Godement canonical abby resolution 0 ! F !C�(F) . The cohomology of the complex C�(F) (X) of Abelian groups is saidto be the cohomology of the sheaf F and is denoted by H�(X;F). Clearly�(X;F) = H0(X;F) and Hp(X;F) = 0 for p < 0. If F is abby, thenHp(X;F) = 0 for p > 0. The de�nition of the cohomology group given hereis not very enlightening. For this reason we now discuss some other methodswhich provide us with more useful tools for the cohomology computations.
First, we recall the de�nition of the �Cech cohomology group. Let U = fUigi2Ibe an open covering of X, where the index set is well-ordered. For an Abeliansheaf F on X we setCp(U;F) := Mi0<:::<ip �(Ui0 \ : : : \ Uip ;F)
and de�ne dp : Cp(U;F)! Cp+1(U;F) by

(dp �)i0:::ip+1 = p+1Xk=0(�1)k �i0:::̂ik:::ip+1 jUi0\:::\Uip+1 ;
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where the ^ over ik means that this index is to be omitted. C�(U;F) is calledthe �Cech complex for the open covering U with values in F . The cohomologygroups �H�(U;F) of this complex are called the �Cech cohomology groups of Ffor the open covering U.
We are primarily concerned with the coherent sheaves (of OX-modules) on analgebraic variety (X;OX). The following theorem of Serre plays a fundamentalrole in the cohomology theory of such sheaves.
Theorem (Serre): Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf on an a�ne variety X.Then Hp(X;F) = 0 for p > 0 .
If the variety X is separated, then the following theorem gives us a useful toolfor the computation of cohomology groups.
Theorem: Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf on a separated variety X andU = fUigni=0 be an open covering of X by open a�ne subvarieties. Then�Hp(U;F) ' Hp(X;F). 12
Having reduced the calculation of cohomology to that of �Cech cohomology fora �nite covering, we now come to the question how these cohomology groupscan be e�ectively calculated. The Koszul complex method provides us withthe necessary tools. Before going further, we mention the following vanishingtheorem of Grothendieck.
Theorem: Let X be an n-dimensional Noetherian topological space. Then,Hp(X;F) = 0 for all p > n and all Abelian sheaves F on X.

12The key point in the proof of this theorem is to show that Hq(Ui0 \ : : : \ Uip+1 ;F) = 0for all (p + 1)-tuples i0 < : : : < ip+1 and q > 0. This follows already from Serre's theorembecause the separability of X implies that Ui0 \ : : : \ Uip+1 are a�ne.
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Now, let R be a commutative ring with unit. Consider the free R-module Rdwith the canonical basis feigdi=1 . Further, letd1 : Rd �! R ; ei 7! ai := d1(ei)be a homomorphism of R-modules. We are going to construct a complex ofR-modules. Let Kp(a) = Kp(a1; : : : ; ad) = VpRd = Li1<:::<ipRei1 ^ : : : ^ eip .De�ne dp : Kp(a)! Kp�1(a) by

dp (ei1 ^ : : : ^ eip) = pXk=1(�1)kd1(eik) ei1 ^ : : : ^ êik ^ : : : ^ eip :It can be easily seen that dp�1 dp = 0 . Therefore, we get the following complex0! ^dRd !^d�1Rd ! : : :! Rd d1�! R! 0 ;which is called a (homological) Koszul complex. Let M be a �nitely generatedR-module. Then K�(a;M) := K�(a) 
R M (K�(a;M) := HomR(K�(a);M))is called the homological (cohomological) Koszul complex of M with respectto (a1; : : : ; ad). Its corresponding homology (cohomology) groups are denotedby H�(a;M) (H�(a;M)). Note that K�(a;M) = Li1<:::<ipM . Therefore,� 2 K�(a;M) can be considered as a sequence � = (mi1:::ip) i1<:::<ip of elementsof M . The coboundary operator dp : Kp(a;M)! Kp+1(a;M) is given by
(dp �) i1:::ip+1 = p+1Xk=1(�1)k d1(eik) mi1:::̂ik:::ip+1 :It is not hard to see that H0(a;M) = M = ha1; : : : ; adiM and Hd(a;M) =fm 2M j ha1; : : : ; adim = 0 g .

Theorem: If ha1; : : : ; adi = R , then K�(a;M) is acyclic.
A sequence (b1; : : : ; br) in R is said to be M -regular if hb1; : : : ; bri 6= R andthe image of bi in M = hb1; : : : ; bi�1iM is no zerodivisor for i = 1; : : : ; r .
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Theorem: If Hp(a;M) = 0 for p > r while Hr(a;M) 6= 0, then every max-imal M -sequence in ha1; : : : ; adi has length r. In particular, if (a1; : : : ; ad)is an M -regular sequence in R , then H0(a;M) = M = ha1; : : : ; adiM andHp(a;M) = 0 for p = 1; : : : ; d .
Theorem: Hp(a;M) ' Hd�p(a;M).
After these preliminaries, we now turn our attention to the relation betweenKoszul and �Cech complexes. We will show that the �Cech complex for a givencovering is related to the limit of an inductive system of Koszul complexes.Let Ui be the principal open subsets in SpecR associated to ai and U =fUigdi=1 . Let U = Sdi=1 Ui and F = M� . Then �(Ui1 \ : : : \ Uip;F) isequal to the localization of M at ai1 : : : aip , i.e. M ai1 :::aip . Now, consider thefamily fK�(am;M)gm2N of Koszul complexes of M with respect to am :=(am1 ; : : : ; amd ) . Note that dpm : Kp(am;M)! Kp+1(am;M) is given by

(dpm �)i1:::ip+1 = p+1Xk=1 (�1)k amik m i1:::̂ik:::ip+1 :
Let fpmn : Kp(am;M)! Kp(an;M) be de�ned byfpmn : (mi1:::ip) i1<:::<ip 7! (ai1 : : : aip)n�m (mi1:::ip) i1<:::<ipfor n � m. It can be easily checked that fpmm = id and fpmn f p̀m = f p̀n . Usingthe de�nitions of coboundary operators and fpmn one can show that the follow-ing diagram commutes

Kp(am;M) ! Kp+1(am;M)
Kp(an;M) ! Kp+1(an;M)# #
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Therefore, the family fK�(am;M)gm2N together with ff�mngm�n build an in-ductive system of Koszul complexes. Let K�(a1;M) = lim�! K�(am;M) .
We now de�ne the map 'pm : Kp(am;M)! Cp�1(U;F) by

(m i1:::ip) 7!  (m i1:::ip)(ai1 : : : aip)m! :
Obviously, the following diagram

Kp(am;M) 'pm@@@RCp�1(U;F)
Kp(an;M) 'pn����?fpmn

commutes. Therefore, Cp�1(U;F) is a target object for the inductive systemfKp(am;M)gm2N . Because of the universal property of the inductive limitthere exists a map  p : Kp(a1;M)! Cp�1(U;F) such that the diagram
Kp(am;M) fpm@@@@R 'pmXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXzKp(a1;M)  p - Cp�1(U;F)
Kp(an;M) fpn����� 'pn�������������

����:?
fpmn

commutes. We now prove that  p is actually an isomorphism. Let � 2Cp�1(U;F) . Then, for i1 < : : : < ip , �i1:::ip = (ai1 : : : aip)�m � mi1:::ip , wheremi1:::ip 2M . Therefore, � = (mi1:::ip) i1<:::<ip 2 Kp(am;M) and � =  p(fpm(�)) .
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This shows the surjectivity of  p. Injectivity of  p : Let fpm(�) 2 ker p, i.e. p(fpm(�)) = 0 . It follows from the commutativity of the above diagramthat  p(fpm(�)) = ( p � fpm) (�) = 'pm(�) = 0 , i.e. (ai1 : : : aip)�m � mi1:::ip =0 for each i1 < : : : < ip . Consequently, there exists some k such that(ai1 : : : aip)k �mi1:::ip = 0 . But (ai1 : : : aip)k �mi1:::ip = ( fpm;m+k(�) )i1:::ip . Thatis fpm;m+k(�) = 0 . On the other hand, fpm(�) = (fpm+k � fpm;m+k) (�) =fpm+k( fpm;m+k(�) ) = 0 . Hence ker p = f0g .
Summarizing the above discussion, we can write down the following exactsequence of complexes 0 0 0
~C�(U;F) : 0 - 0 - C0(U;F) - C1(U;F) - : : :
K�(a1;M) : 0 - K0(a1;M) - K1(a1;M) - K2(a1;M) - : : :
M [0] : 0 - K0(a1;M) - 0 - 0 -: : :

0 0 0

? ? ?
? ? ?
? ? ?
? ? ?which yields0! H0(a1;M)!M ! �H0(U;FjU )! H1(a1;M)! 0 (4.8)�Hp�1(U;FjU ) ' Hp(a1;M) for p > 1 :It is noteworthy that there is a close relation between Hp(a1;M) and ExtpR :Hp(a1;M) ' lim�! ExtpR(R= Im;M) ;where Im = ham1 ; : : : ; amd i .

Now, the calculation of the cohomology of twisting sheaves on P� can be ap-proached in the following way. As mentioned before, in the homogeneous
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coordinate ring construction the toric variety P� is realized as the geometricquotient U� =G provided that � is simplicial. An open covering of U� isgiven by the principal open subsets Ui := D(x�i), where the x�i belong to theminimal basis of the ideal B :U� = [�i2�(d) Ui :
Note that the projection map � : U� ! P� is an a�ne morphism. For suchmorphisms we have the following lemma.
Lemma: Let f : X ! Y be an a�ne morphism of separated varieties X andY . Let F be a quasi-coherent OX-module. Then, Hp(X;F) ' Hp(Y; f�F).
Let U = fUigmi=1 be a covering of Y by open a�ne subsets and ~U = ff�1(Ui)gmi=1.It follows from the de�nition of f�F that C0(~U;F) = C0(U; f�F). It is alsoobvious that Cp(~U;F) = Cp(U; f�F) for p > 0 . Therefore, �Hp(~U;F) =�Hp(U; f�F). Since the �Cech cohomology groups with respect to an a�ne cov-ering coincide with the cohomology groups, we have Hp(X;F) ' Hp(Y; f�F).
It follows from our discussion in the subsection on the homogeneous coordi-nate ring approach that ��OU� = LpOP�(p). Consequently, if we calculateHp(U�;OU�) using (4.8), then the above lemma yields the desired result!
For the special case of (weighted) projective space Pd ( P(w1 ; : : : ; wd+1) ) we�nd that B = hx1; : : : ; xd+1i . Since the sequence (x1; : : : ; xd+1) is regular inS = C [x1 ; : : : ; xd+1] we obtain

Hp(U�;OU�) =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

S for p = 0
0 for 0 < p < dNd+1i=1 (Sxi = S) for p = d
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where U� = A d+1 n f0g = Sd+1i=1 Ui . We have also made use of the fact thatthe inductive limit commutes with the cohomology.
4.4 Examples
First we give a general solution of anomaly cancellation condition found in[16, 75]. Take the following geometric data that de�ne a rank four stablevector bundle E on a Calabi-Yau hypersurface X in P(w1 ; : : : ; w5) :

0! E ! 5Ma=1O(qa) F�! O(m)! 0 : (4.9)
By setting m = d and fq1; : : : ; q5g = fw1; : : : ; w5g equation (3.20) is triviallysatis�ed. Assume that for one of the weights, say w5, we have d=w5 2 2Z + 1.Replace w5 by 2w5 and de�ne w6 := (m � w5)=2. Furthermore, take insteadof m the new integers m1 := m� w5 and m2 := (m+ 3w5)=2 . One can easilycheck that fw1; w2; w3; w4; w5;mg and fw1; w2; w3; w4; 2w5; w6; m1;m2g satisfy

m2 � 5Xi=1w2i = m21 +m22 � 4Xi=1wi � (2w5)2 � w26 :
In [75] this equation has been interpreted as the anomaly cancellation con-dition for the de�ning data of a (0; 2) Calabi-Yau � model with the samegauge bundle as in (4.9), de�ned now on a Calabi-Yau complete intersectionin P(w1 ; w2; w3; w4; 2w5; w6) (cf. (3.25)). Contrary to this interpretation weassume that these data describe a (0; 2) supersymmetric U(1) gauge theorywhose `Calabi-Yau phase' is determined by the following exact sequence

0! E ! 4Mi=1O(wi)�O(2w5)�O(w6) F�! O(m1)�O(m2)! 0 (4.10)
on the same Calabi-Yau variety X in P(w1 ; : : : ; w5) as before (cf. (3.28)).
As pointed out in section (3.2), the Calabi-Yau varieties which have been de-�ned as hypersurfaces in weighted projective spaces are in general singular,
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whereas their corresponding physical theories are well-behaved. Therefore,our phase picture of the moduli space is not complete. To remedy this we haveto desingularize our model and consider the moduli space of this new modelinto which the moduli space of the original model will be embedded.
In the framework of gauged linear sigma models the process of desingulariza-tion amounts above all to embedding the original theory in a new one withgauge group U(1)�: : :�U(1) (N copies) and N�1 new chiral scalar super�elds�1; : : : ;�N�1 and then determining the charges of these �elds with respect tothe full gauge group. This new model then has N K�ahler moduli parametersr1; : : : ; rN , one for each Fayet-Iliopoulos D-term of the U(1) factors of the newgauge group. As mentioned before, by varying these parameters and �ndingthe minima of the scalar potential one can recover the phase structure of themoduli space.
In section (3.2) we have already noted that there is an equivalent formulationof the whole story in terms of toric geometry [3, 4, 5]. It provides us with somee�cient computational tools for analyzing the phase structure of the modulispace. The basic idea here is that the relevant information describing a theoryis encoded in the combinatorial data of some reexive polytope � in a latticeN and the phase structure of the theory is then determined by the possibletriangulations of this polytope. By the Calabi-Yau phase we now mean a phasewhich corresponds to a maximal triangulation of � .
We will now describe the process of resolving the singularities. At �rst wehave to resolve the singularities of the base variety. Our starting point is areexive polytope � in N which corresponds to the weighted projective spaceP(w1 ; : : : ; w5). Let � be the fan in NR associated to �. The toric varietyP� then has an ample anticanonical sheaf, whose generic section realizes our(canonical) Calabi-Yau variety (cf. p.43).Taking a maximal triangulation of � leads in our case , i.e. d = 4, to a fullyresolved Calabi-Yau variety ~X [8]. A maximal triangulation of � amounts
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above all to adding new one-dimensional cones to �(1) which are associatedwith the points on the faces of �. In the context of gauged linear sigma modelsthese correspond to the additional chiral scalar super�elds. As mentionedabove, we also need to determine the charges of the �elds with respect to thefull gauge group. Translated into the geometric language this means that wehave to determine the grading of the variables in the homogeneous coordinatering S. Using (4.3) this can be done by solvingnXi=1w(k)i �ij = 0
for all k = 1; : : : ; N and j = 1; : : : ; d , which gives the charges wi of the xi :wi = deg (xi) = (w(1)i ; : : : ; w(N)i ) . Note that the desingularization of the basevariety simultaneously resolves the tangent sheaf to which the right-handedfermions couple. Therefore, these fermions have the same charges as their su-perpartners.
What about the left-handed fermions? The geometric data of the gauge bundleE in a (0; 2) model are the additional degrees of freedom which we still haveto deal with. After resolving the singularities of the base variety we shouldpull the exact sequence (4.10) back to the desingularized base variety. We dothis by taking the sequence

0! ~E ! 6Mi=1O(qi) ~F�! 2Mj=1O(pj)! 0 ; (4.11)
which reduces to (4.10) if we remove the exceptional divisors that arise in theprocess of desingularization. We impose the same conditions as before on thesegeometric data guaranteeing the existence of spinors and the cancellation ofgauge anomalies. The conditions c1( ~TX) = c1( ~E) = 0 result in

d = 5Xi=1wi and p1 + p2 = 6Xi=1 qi ; (4.12)
where ~TX denotes the resolved tangent sheaf. The anomaly cancellation con-
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dition leads to the following Diophantine equations:

d(l)d(k) � 5Xi=1w(l)i w(k)i = 2Xj=1 p(l)j p(k)j � 6Xi=1 q(l)i q(k)i (4.13)
for l; k = 1; : : : ; N . Each solution of these equations gives possible gaugebundle data for the desingularized theory. One should be careful about theexactness of (4.11). It may happen that one can not choose the polynomialsin ~F such that not all of them vanish simultaneously on the base variety. Ifthis is the case, then one has to deal with a sheaf which is no longer locallyfree. The examples that will be considered here avoid this problem.
We now come to the discussion of a few examples which belong to the class ofmodels given by the geometric data of (4.10) on a Calabi-Yau variety in theweighted projective space P(w1; : : : ; w5).
Example 1 : P(1; 1; 1; 3; 3)The gauge bundle E is given by0! E ! O(1)�3 �O(3)�O(6)�O(3)! O(6)�O(9)! 0 :The reexive polytope � corresponding to P(1; 1; 1; 3; 3) is de�ned by the ver-tices e1 = (1; 0; 0; 0); e2 = (0; 1; 0; 0); e3 = (0; 0; 1; 0)e4 = (0; 0; 0; 1); e5 = (�1;�1;�3;�3)with respect to the canonical basis in the lattice N. Apart from the uniqueinner point, � still has one additional point e6 which lies on the codimension2 face of � generated as the convex hull of the points e1; e2 and e5 : e6 =(0; 0;�1;�1). Therefore, the desingularization in this case gives rise to anextra U(1) factor. We now proceed to �nd the charges of the �elds. As before
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we denote by xi and Di the variables in S and the divisors associated to ei. Inthe canonical basis of M, the map � is represented by0BBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1�1 �1 �3 �30 0 �1 �1

1CCCCCCCCCCA ;
which yields

�eld x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6charge (1; 0) (1; 0) (3; 1) (3; 1) (1; 0) (0; 1)
Using this table we determine in the next step the data of the resolved gaugebundle ~E. From (4.12) and (4.13) we obtainq1 + q2 + q3 + q4 + q5 + q6 � p1 � p2 = 0 ;q1 + q2 + q3 + 3q4 + 6q5 + 3q6 � 6p1 � 9p2 = �12 ;q21 + q22 + q23 + q24 + q25 + q26 � p21 � p22 = �2 ;where we have dropped the upper index `2' on q's and p's. Here is a set ofsolutions of the above Diophantine equationsq1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 p1 p20 �1 1 1 4 0 2 30 0 0 1 0 1 0 21 1 0 0 0 0 2 00 0 0 1 1 1 1 2which results in
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(a) 0! ~E ! O(1; 0)�O(1;�1)�O(1; 1)�O(6; 4)

�O(3; 1)�O(3; 0)! O(6; 2)�O(9; 3)! 0
(b) 0! ~E ! O(1; 0)�O(1; 0)�O(1; 0)�O(3; 1)

�O(6; 0)�O(3; 1)! O(6; 0)�O(9; 2)! 0
(c) 0! ~E ! O(1; 1)�O(1; 1)�O(1; 0)�O(3; 0)

�O(6; 0)�O(3; 0)! O(6; 2)�O(9; 0)! 0
(d) 0! ~E ! O(1; 0)�O(1; 0)�O(1; 0)�O(3; 1)

�O(6; 1)�O(3; 1)! O(6; 1)�O(9; 2)! 0
We now consider a fan � corresponding to the maximal triangulation of �given by the `big cones'he1e2e3e4i; he1e2e3e6i; he1e2e4e6i;he1e3e4e5i; he1e3e5e6i; he1e4e5e6i;he2e3e4e5i; he2e3e5e6i; he2e4e5e6i;where heiejekeli denotes the cone generated by ei; ej ; ek and el. The primitivecollections of � are fe3; e4; e6g and fe1; e2; e5g. With these combinatorial dataat hand we can write down the ideals I and J :I = hz1 � z5; z2 � z5; z3 � 3z5 � z6; z4 � 3z5 � z6i ; J = hz1z2z5; z3z4z6i :Because we are going to make calculations in a polynomial ring, it is convenientto use the Gr�obner basis method [1, 22, 44]. A Gr�obner basis of I + J withrespect to the lex order z1 > : : : > z6 is given byI + J = h z1 � z5 ; z2 � z5 ; z3 � 3z5 � z6 ; z4 � 3z5 � z6;z35 ; 9z25z6 + 6z5z26 + z36 ; 9z5z36 + 2z46 ; z56 i :
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LetK be the ideal in the polynomial ring Q [z1; : : : ; z6] generated by z1+: : :+z6,which is a representative of the canonical class in the intersection ring A�(P�).Then, the annihilator of z1 + : : :+ z6 in A�(P�) is given byann (z1 + : : :+ z6) = (I + J) : K ;where ` : ' denotes the quotient of ideals. ann (z1 + : : :+ z6) in this example isann (z1 + : : :+ z6) = h z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 � 8z5 � 2z6 ; z2 � z5;z3 � 3z5 � z6 ; z4 � 3z5 � z6 ; z35 ; 3z5z6 + z26 ; z46 i :A look at (4.6) and (4.7) shows that in the product of ch ( ~E) and Td ( ~X)in the intersection ring A�( ~X) the only 0-cycle part is given by 1=2 c3( ~E).Applying the degree functional to this term gives us the Euler characteristic ofthe respective gauge bundle. One should be careful about the normalizationof the product of cycles. For the big cones of � the normalization is �xed by

hDi1 : : : Di4i = 1mult(ei1; : : : ; ei4) ; (4.14)
where mult (ei1 ; : : : ; ei4) denotes the index inN of the lattice spanned by thesevectors. Multiplying the top terms in the intersection ring of the desingular-ized Calabi-Yau variety by the representative of the canonical divisor and using(4.14) together with the `algebraic moving lemma' [26, 52] yields the normal-ization in A�( ~X).
All big cones in this example have volume one. Therefore, hDi1 : : : Di4i = 1for all big cones in �. As we will see below, the third Chern class of the gaugebundle is represented by a degree three monomial in z6. Its normalization inA�( ~X) is given by hz36i = 27. We have summarized the result of the calculationsfor the resolved bundles found above in the following table
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~E c3( ~E) �( ~E)
(a) �203 z36 �90
(b) �8z36 �108
(c) �229 z36 �33
(d) �8z36 �108

Example 2 : P(1; 1; 2; 2; 3)The gauge bundle E is given by0! E ! O(1)�2 �O(2)�2 �O(6)�O(3)! O(6)�O(9)! 0 :The reexive polytope � corresponding to P(1; 1; 2; 2; 3) is de�ned by the ver-tices e1 = (1; 0; 0; 0); e2 = (0; 1; 0; 0); e3 = (0; 0; 1; 0)e4 = (0; 0; 0; 1); e5 = (�1;�2;�2;�3); e6 = (0;�1;�1;�1) :This exhausts the set of boundary points of �. The desingularization givesrise, as before, to an extra U(1) factor. The map � is represented by0BBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1�1 �2 �2 �30 �1 �1 �1

1CCCCCCCCCCA ;
which yields
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�eld x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6charge (1; 0) (2; 1) (2; 1) (3; 1) (1; 0) (0; 1)

Using this table we obtain the following equations for the data of the resolvedgauge bundle ~Eq1 + q2 + q3 + q4 + q5 + q6 � p1 � p2 = 0 ;q1 + q2 + 2q3 + 2q4 + 6q5 + 3q6 � 6p1 � 9p2 = �20 ;q21 + q22 + q23 + q24 + q25 + q26 � p21 � p22 = �6 :Two solutions of these equations areq1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 p1 p21 1 1 0 2 0 3 22 0 1 0 3 0 4 2which lead to
(a) 0! ~E ! O(1; 1)�O(1; 1)�O(2; 1)�O(2; 0)

�O(6; 2)�O(3; 0)! O(6; 3)�O(9; 2)! 0
(b) 0! ~E ! O(1; 2)�O(1; 0)�O(2; 1)�O(2; 0)

�O(6; 3)�O(3; 0)! O(6; 4)�O(9; 2)! 0
The big cones of the fan � corresponding to the maximal triangulation of �are he1e2e3e4i; he1e2e3e5i; he1e2e4e6i;he1e2e5e6i; he1e3e4e6i; he1e3e5e6i;he2e3e4e5i; he2e4e5e6i; he3e4e5e6i :
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The primitive collections of � are fe2; e3; e6g and fe1; e4; e5g. Using thesecombinatorial data we �nd I = h z1�z5 ; z2�2z5�z6 ; z3�2z5�z6 ; z4�3z5�z6 i and J = h z1z4z5 ; z2z3z6 i. With respect to the lex order z1 > : : : > z6the Gr�obner bases of I + J and ann (z1 + : : :+ z6) are given byI + J = h z1 � z5 ; z2 � 2z5 � z6 ; z3 � 2z5 � z6 ;z4 � 3z5 � z6 ; 3z35 + z25z6 ; 4z25z6 +4z5z26 + z36 ; 5z5z36 + 2z46 ; z56 i ;ann (z1 + : : :+ z6) = h z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 � 8z5 � 3z6 ; z2 � 2z5 � z6 ;z3 � 2z5 � z6 ; z4 � 3z5 � z6 ; z25 + 7z5z6 + 4z26 ;8z5z26 + 5z36 ; z46 i :The normalization in this case is as follows: hD1D2D3D5i = 13 and all otherbig cones have unit volume. This leads to the normalization hz36i = 8 in theintersection ring A�( ~X). Therefore, we obtain

~E c3( ~E) �( ~E)
(a) �514 z36 �51
(b) �212 z36 �42

Example 3 : P(1; 2; 2; 3; 4)The gauge bundle E is given by0! E ! O(1)�O(2)�2 �O(3)�O(8)�O(4)! O(8)�O(12)! 0 :The reexive polytope � corresponding to P(1; 2; 2; 3; 4) is de�ned by the ver-tices e1 = (1; 0; 0; 0); e2 = (0; 1; 0; 0); e3 = (0; 0; 1; 0)e4 = (0; 0; 0; 1); e5 = (�2;�2;�3;�4) :
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� still has one other boundary point e6 = (�1;�1;�1;�2) which lies on thecodimension three face generated by e3 and e5. The desingularization givesrise as before to an extra U(1) factor. The map � is represented by0BBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1�2 �2 �3 �4�1 �1 �1 �2

1CCCCCCCCCCA ;
which yields

�eld x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6charge (2; 1) (2; 1) (3; 1) (4; 2) (1; 0) (0; 1)
Therefore we obtain the following equations for the data of the resolved gaugebundle ~E q1 + q2 + q3 + q4 + q5 + q6 � p1 � p2 = 0 ;q1 + 2q2 + 2q3 + 3q4 + 8q5 + 4q6 � 8p1 � 12p2 = �45 ;q21 + q22 + q23 + q24 + q25 + q26 � p21 � p22 = �18 :Two solutions of these equations areq1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 p1 p21 1 1 2 0 2 5 22 0 2 3 0 0 6 1which lead to
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(a) 0! ~E ! O(1; 1)�O(2; 1)�O(2; 1)�O(3; 2)

�O(8; 0)�O(4; 2)! O(8; 5)�O(12; 2)! 0
(b) 0! ~E ! O(1; 2)�O(2; 0)�O(2; 2)�O(3; 3)

�O(8; 0)�O(4; 0)! O(8; 6)�O(12; 1)! 0
The big cones of the fan � corresponding to the maximal triangulation of �are he1e2e3e4i; he1e2e3e6i; he1e2e4e5i;he1e2e5e6i; he1e3e4e6i; he1e4e5e6i;he2e3e4e6i; he2e4e5e6i :The primitive collections of � are fe3; e5g and fe1; e2; e4; e6g. Using thesecombinatorial data we �nd I = h z1 � 2z5 � z6 ; z2 � 2z5 � z6 ; z3 � 3z5 �z6 ; z4 � 4z5 � 2z6 i and J = h z3z5 ; z1z2z4z6 i. With respect to the lex orderz1 > : : : > z6 the Gr�obner bases of I + J and ann (z1 + : : :+ z6) are given byI + J = h z1 � 2z5 � z6 ; z2 � 2z5 � z6 ; z3 � 3z5 � z6 ;z4 � 4z5 � 2z6 ; 3z25 + z5z6 ; 26z5z36 + 9z46 ; z56 i ;ann (z1 + : : :+ z6) = h z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 � 11z5 � 5z6 ; z2 � 2z5 � z6 ;z3 � 3z5 � z6 ; z4 � 4z5 � 2z6 ; 3z25 + z5z6 ;8z5z26 + 3z36 ; z46 i :The normalization in this case is as follows:hD1D2D3D6i = hD1D2D5D6i = 12 ; hD1D2D4D5i = 13and all other big cones have unit volume. This results in the normalizationhz36i = �24 in the intersection ring A�( ~X). Therefore, we obtain
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~E c3( ~E) �( ~E)
(a) �72z36 42
(b) z36 �12

Example 4 : P(1; 1; 3; 3; 4)The gauge bundle E is given by0! E ! O(1)�2 �O(3)�2 �O(8)�O(4)! O(8)�O(12)! 0 ;and the verticese1 = (1; 0; 0; 0); e2 = (0; 1; 0; 0); e3 = (0; 0; 1; 0)e4 = (0; 0; 0; 1); e5 = (�1;�3;�3;�4) :de�ne the reexive polytope � corresponding to P(1; 1; 3; 3; 4). There stillexists one other boundary point e6 = (0;�1;�1;�1) of � which lies on thecodimension two face spanned by e1; e4 and e5. An extra U(1) factor arisesfrom the desingularization. The map � is represented by0BBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1�1 �3 �3 �40 �1 �1 �1

1CCCCCCCCCCA ;
which yields

�eld x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6charge (1; 0) (3; 1) (3; 1) (4; 1) (1; 0) (0; 1)
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This leads to the following equations for the data of the resolved gauge bundle~E q1 + q2 + q3 + q4 + q5 + q6 � p1 � p2 = 0 ;q1 + q2 + 3q3 + 3q4 + 8q5 + 4q6 � 8p1 � 12p2 = �26 ;q21 + q22 + q23 + q24 + q25 + q26 � p21 � p22 = �6 :Two solutions of these equations areq1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 p1 p21 1 0 0 2 1 3 22 0 0 0 3 1 4 2which result in

(a) 0! ~E ! O(1; 1)�O(1; 1)�O(3; 0)�O(3; 0)
�O(8; 2)�O(4; 1)! O(8; 3)�O(12; 2)! 0

(b) 0! ~E ! O(1; 2)�O(1; 0)�O(3; 0)�O(3; 0)
�O(8; 3)�O(4; 1)! O(8; 4)�O(12; 2)! 0

The big cones of the fan � corresponding to the maximal triangulation of �are he1e2e3e4i; he1e2e3e5i; he1e2e4e6i;he1e2e5e6i; he1e3e4e6i; he1e3e5e6i;he2e3e4e5i; he2e4e5e6i; he3e4e5e6i :The primitive collections of � are fe2; e3; e6g and fe1; e4; e5g. From thesecombinatorial data we �nd I = h z1�z5 ; z2�3z5�z6 ; z3�3z5�z6 ; z4�4z5�z6 i and J = h z1z4z5 ; z2z3z6 i. With respect to the lex order z1 > : : : > z6
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the Gr�obner bases of I + J and ann (z1 + : : :+ z6) are given byI + J = h z1 � z5 ; z2 � 3z5 � z6 ; z3 � 3z5 � z6 ;z4 � 4z5 � z6 ; 4z35 + z25z6 ; 9z25z6 +6z5z26 + z36 ; 18z5z36 + 5z46 ; z56 i ;ann (z1 + : : :+ z6) = h z1 + z2 + z3 + z4 � 11z5 � 3z6 ; z2 � 3z5 � z6 ;z3 � 3z5 � z6 ; z4 � 4z5 � z6 ; 4z35 + z25z6 ;3z5z6 + z26 ; z46 i :The normalization in this case is as follows: hD1D2D3D5i = 14 and all otherbig cones have unit volume. This leads to the normalization hz36i = 36 in theintersection ring A�( ~X). Therefore, we obtain

~E c3( ~E) �( ~E)
(a) �269 z36 �52
(b) �209 z36 �40



Appendix A
Gr�obner basis
Let k[x1; : : : ; xm] denote a polynomial ring in m variables x1; : : : ; xm overthe �eld k. To each monomial x� = x�11 : : : x�mm we associate the element(�1; : : : ; �m) in the semigroup (Nm ;+) .
De�nition: A monomial ordering in k[x1; : : : ; xm] is an order relation on theset of monomials induced by a total ordering > on Nm which is consistentwith its semigroup structure and such that > is a well-ordering on Nm .
Here are two examples:� lex (icographic) order: x� >lex x� :, (the left-most nonzero entry in�� � is positive),� g(raded) lex order: x� >glex x� :, (Pi �i > Pi �i) or (� = � andx� >lex x�) .Given a nonzero polynomial f = P� a�x� in k[x1; : : : ; xm] with a monomialorder we de�ne: deg(f) = �max = max(� 2 Nm : a� 6= 0), leading term off = lt(f) = a�maxx�max , leading monomial of f = lm(f) = x�max . We nowcome to the division algorithm.
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Division algorithm in k[x1; : : : ; xm]input : an s-tuple of polynomials F = (f1; : : : ; fs) anda nonzero polynomial f ,output : the remainder r (= �fF ) of dividing f byF and the quotients q1; : : : ; qs,algorithm: p := f ; r := 0 ; qi := 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; srepeati := 1 , dividing:=truewhile (i � s) and (dividing) doif lt(fi) divides lt(p) thenu := lt(p)=lt(fi) ; qi := qi + u ,p := p� u fi ; dividing:=falseelse i := i+ 1if dividing thenr := r + lt(p) ; p := p� lt(p)until p = 0It should be noted that, for a given monomial order, r and qi depend on theorder of fi in F . Given f; g 2 k[x1; : : : ; xm] with h being the least com-mon multiple of lm(f) and lm(g) we de�ne the S-polynomial of f and g asS(f; g) = h � (f=lt(f)� g=lt(g)). Now let I be an ideal in k[x1; : : : ; xm].
De�nition: A Gr�obner basis of I is a generating set G = ff1; : : : ; fsg suchthat S(fi; fj) G = 0 for all i and j.
The remainder of dividing a polynomial by G is unique! Using the Buchberger'salgorithm one can �nd a Gr�obner basis of a given ideal.
Buchberger's algorithminput : an s-tuple of polynomials F = (f1; : : : ; fr) generating I ,output : a Gr�obner basis G = (g1; : : : ; gs) of I,
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algorithm: G := FrepeatG0 := Gfor each i ; j with i 6= j in G0 doS := S(fi; fj) G0if S 6= 0 then G := G [ fSguntil G = G0Using the Gr�obner basis we can do algorithmic calculations in a polynomialring. As an example we give the algorithm for the calculation of I : J = ff 2k[x1; : : : ; xm] j fJ � Ig . First, we determine a Gr�obner basis of I \ J . Itis given as the intersection of k[x1; : : : ; xm] with a Gr�obner basis of the idealtI�(1�t)J in k[t; x1; : : : ; xm] with respect to a lex order in which t is greaterthan xi . Let J = hf1; : : : ; fni . Taking I : J = I : hf1; : : : ; fni = Tni=1 I : hfiiinto account we only need to calculate a Gr�obner basis of I : hfii . Because ofI : hfii = 1=f(I\hfii it reduces to the case just discussed above (cf. [1, 22, 44]for more details).
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